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ABSTRACT
UNDERSTANDING THE VOLUNTARY MODERATION PRACTICES
IN LIVE STREAMING COMMUNITIES
by
Jie Cai
Harmful content, such as hate speech, online abuses, harassment, and cyberbullying,
proliferates across various online communities. Live streaming as a novel online
community provides ways for thousands of users (viewers) to entertain and engage
with a broadcaster (streamer) in real-time in the chatroom. While the streamer has
the camera on and the screen shared, tens of thousands of viewers are watching and
messaging in real-time, resulting in concerns about harassment and cyberbullying.
To regulate harmful content—toxic messages in the chatroom, streamers rely on a
combination of automated tools and volunteer human moderators (mods) to block
users or remove content, which is termed content moderation. Live streaming as a
mixed media contains some unique attributes such as synchronicity and authenticity,
making real-time content moderation challenging.
Given the high interactivity and ephemerality of live text-based communication
in the chatroom, mods have to make decisions with time constraints and little
instruction, suffering cognitive overload and emotional toll. While much previous
work has focused on moderation in asynchronous online communities and social
media platforms, very little is known about human moderation in synchronous online
communities with live interaction among users in a timely manner. It is necessary to
understand mods’ moderation practices in live streaming communities, considering
their roles to support community growth. This dissertation centers on volunteer mods
in live streaming communities to explore their moderation practices and relationships
with streamers and viewers. Through quantitative and qualitative methods, this
dissertation mainly focuses on three aspects: the strategies and tools used by

moderators, the mental model and decision-making process applied toward violators,
and the conflict management present in the moderation team. This dissertation uses
various socio-technical theories to explain mods’ individual and collaborative practices
and suggests several design interventions to facilitate the moderation process in live
streaming communities.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

Online abuse, such as hateful speech, sexual harassment, personal attack, and doxing,
is a severe and pervasive social problem. According to a research survey by the AntiDefamation League, 44% of Americans report that they experience online harassment.
In some cases, these experiences are coupled with other impacts, such as anxiety and
thoughts of depression and suicide [101].
In order to reduce online abuse and maintain the growth and health of online
communities, commercial platforms apply many techniques to filter abusive language,
such as improving algorithms and applying tools (e.g., [85, 87, 24, 10]). However,
violators always seek ways to circumvent the algorithms and cheat the tools with
variants [55, 23]. To supplement algorithmic moderation, platforms also rely on
human moderators (mods), either active volunteer users [133] or well-trained content
experts [124], to manually remove user-reported content or review incidents in
context-sensitive situations [129]. With the adoption of new technology and the
evolution of communities, moderation practice faces new challenges.
Live streaming is a rapidly growing industry, estimated to reach 70.5 billion USD
by the year 2021 [109]. Acquired by Amazon in 2014, Twitch started live streaming
services very early by focusing on the gaming genre and has become one of the global
leading live streaming platforms. Now it is broadening into many other categories
including IRL (in real life), creative, food & drink, and travel & outdoors. Live
streaming enables the streamer to share the rich ephemeral experience with informal
social interaction with viewers in the chat [68]. The broadcasting element enables
the streamer to transmit content to many viewers, and real-time Internet Relay Chat
enables viewers to comment and interact with the streamer in the chatroom [159].

1

Figure 1.1 A screenshot of the Twitch interface: the content producer is streaming
content on the left side of the screen; viewers are commenting in the highlighted
chatroom on the right side.

Figure 1.1 shows the interface of Twitch, a typical live streaming platform. Such
a new mode of interaction and adoption of live broadcasting technology introduces
new ways of communication and content creation, norm violation, and consequently,
content moderation. The synchronicity and ephemerality of live streaming render
different challenges for the hidden labor of human moderators compared with those
of other online communities. Like other live streaming services, Twitch requires a high
need for real-time moderation. In this dissertation, content moderation focuses on
the text messages created by viewers in the chatroom, not the broadcasting content
created by the streamer.
Unlike other social media such as Facebook or YouTube, where moderators are
appointed by the company to review content that is reported by users [124], live
streaming communities heavily rely on volunteer moderators (“mods”). Nevertheless,
little is known about how they moderate their channels and how they interact with
viewers and communicate with the streamer, a gap that my dissertation aims to fill.

2

1.1

Motivation and Research Problems

The popularity of live streaming and the success of Twitch have made it a growing
subject of academic attention. Most current research on live streaming, however,
focuses on streamers and viewers, such as streamer or viewer motives [16, 20, 53, 126]
and streamer-viewer interactions [106, 159], with less but growing attention on the
prominent but hidden role of human moderators [132, 157].
Ample work has explored the algorithms and moderation tools to automatically
prevent people from violating the rules and to detect and remove the harmful
content at scale [59, 23], but moderation only by advanced technologies still has
some limitations, such as failing to understand the context and encouraging deviant
behaviors [23].

Thus, human moderators are needed for moderation scenarios

where algorithms have limited eﬀicacy. Nonetheless, content creation is growing
at an exponential speed and exceeding the capability of current human moderators.
Different from commercial companies’ strategies to handle harmful content by mainly
hiring people [124], many user-governed online communities such as Reddit and
Twitch, which contain diverse micro-communities, encourage volunteer moderators
to moderate their micro-communities.
The high interactivity of text-based communities prompts a large volume of
messages dynamically flowing in the chat and disappearing quickly. Mods need
immediate attention to these messages; high concentration with the time constraint of
this kind of information causes information overload and emotional toll [157]. Thus,
understanding moderation practices is crucial for us to identify the challenges mods
face and to provide possible design interventions to support them.
The overall objective of my research is to understand volunteer moderators’
relationships with viewers and the streamer, to identify the challenges they face during
the moderation process, and to provide possible social and technical interventions to
increase moderation eﬀiciency and maintain the community with less punitive and
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more accurate moderation. In order to achieve my objectives, this dissertation aimed
to understand mods’ practices regarding strategies and tools to deal with viewers
in their decision-making process toward violators, and conflict management in the
moderation team with three high-level questions.

• What are the strategies and tools that volunteer mods use in live streaming
communities?
• How do volunteer mods profile violators in live streaming communities?
• What do volunteer mods do to manage conflicts in the moderation team in live
streaming communities?

1.2 Approach
My dissertation is conducted in three phases. In the initial phase, I have completed
21 semi-structured interviews with Twitch moderators that were recruited through
several different approaches such as personal contact and posting on Twitter through
an oﬀicial lab account.

I offered a $20 Amazon gift card for their voluntary

participation. Thematic analysis [13] was used during the analysis to code answers
into concepts and group the relevant concepts into themes.
In the second phase, I applied mixed methods (observation + interview) with
another 19 Twitch mods. I developed a new interview protocol based on some of
the findings from the first phase and plan to gain more insights into some unique
findings. In addition to a semi-structured interview, we decided to add observation
so that we can take the specific context of moderation into consideration. We asked
the moderators to record their moderation screens for an hour and send them to us
for a review first. Next, we scheduled the semi-structured interview. Each participant
spent one hour on video recording and another 40-60 minutes for the interview.
We offered a $100 digital Amazon gift card to each participant. I also validated
moderation strategies in a quantitative way; I designed a paper survey based on
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some insights of interview study in the first phase and collected data from Twitch
Convention 2018.
In the third phase, I aimed to understand the relationships of mods’ perceptions
among conflicts, conflict management styles, and commitments to the streamer, based
on the findings of the first-phase study. I designed a survey to collect 240 qualified selfreported data from mods. I used a recruitment platform called Prolific1 to collect the
data. The platform used its user pool and automatically matched and distributed the
survey to potential targets based on users’ self-reported information on its platform.
This survey took about 10-15 minutes to complete with $2 for compensation.

1.3

Dissertation Overview

Chapter 2 positions this in the context of related research into moderation in online
communities. Chapters 3 and 4 and describe the results in the first phase and answer
certain fundamental questions about moderation in live streaming communities such
as moderation tools, moderation strategies, and moderation guidelines. Chapter 3
is under revision in “ACM IMX 2021” and Chapter 4 has been published in the
“International Journal of Interactive Communication Systems and Technologies.”
Chapter 5 and 6 describe the results in the second phase. Specifically, Chapter 5
discusses a survey study based on the findings in the first phase about the
responsibility of roles and moderation strategies in live streaming communities, to
some extent, validating the qualitative results in quantitative ways. The results have
been published in “CSCW 2019.” Chapter 6 investigates the profiling process based
on the profiling strategy in the first phase and aims to systematically understand
how this pre-moderation strategy works. The results have been published in “CSCW
2021.” Chapter 7 used the conflict management framework and commitment model to
1 https://prolific.co/.

Retrieved on March 14, 2022
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explore relationship management in the moderation team (in submission). Chapter 8
was the conclusion of the dissertation.

• In Chapter 3, I mapped out 13 moderation strategies and presented them in
relation to the bad act, enabling us to categorize from proactive and reactive
perspectives and identify communicative and technical interventions. This
study found that the act of moderation involves highly visible and performative
activities in the chat and invisible activities involving coordination and sanction.
The juxtaposition of real-time individual decision-making with collaborative
discussions and the dual nature of visible and invisible activities of moderators
provide a unique lens into a role that relies heavily on both the social and
technical.
• In Chapter 4, I categorized the current features of real-time moderation tools
on Twitch into four functions (chat control, content control, viewer control,
settings control) and explored some new features of tools that they wish to own
(e.g., grouping chat by languages, pop-out window to hold messages, chat slow
down, a set of buttons with pre-written/pre-message content, viewer activity
tracking, all in one).
• In Chapter 5, I surveyed 375 Twitch users in person at Twitch Convention
2019, asking them about who should be responsible for deciding what should
be allowed and what strategies they perceived to be effective in handling
harassment. This study found that users think that streamers should be most
responsible for enforcing rules and that either blocking bad actors, ignoring
them, or trying to educate them are the most effective strategies.
• In Chapter 6, I interviewed 19 Twitch moderators with 10 observations. I
applied the psychological profiling model to understand how moderators profile
violators before the moderation. This study found that mods engage in a
complex process of collaborative evidence collection and profile violators into
different categories to decide the type and extent of punishment. Mods consider
violators’ characteristics as well as behavioral history and violation context
before taking moderation action. The main purpose of the profiling was to avoid
excessive punishment and aim to integrate violators more into the community.
• In Chapter 7, I conducted an online survey (N= 240) with live streaming mods
to explore their commitment to the streamer to grow the micro community
and the different ways in which they handle conflicts with other mods and the
streamer. I found that 1) conflicts in the team and commitments to the streamer
are generally independent, though normative conflict is positively but weakly
related to normative commitment to the streamer; 2) active and cooperative
styles are more effective than passive and assertive styles for mods to manage
conflicts, but they might be forced to do so; 3) mods with strong commitments
6

to the streamer would like to apply styles showing either high concerns for the
streamer or low concerns for themselves to manage conflicts.
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CHAPTER 2
BACKGROUND

2.1

Community Moderation, Human Moderator, Moderation System

Moderation refers to “the governance mechanisms that structure participation in a
community to facilitate cooperation and prevent abuse” [63] and is the gateway for
online communities to thrive as harassment, trolls, and hate speech are increasing
in these spaces [12], ranging broadly from learning communities (e.g., [160, 134]) to
crowd-sourcing communities (e.g., [33, 28]) to social media platforms (e.g., [124, 133,
37, 87]).
Social media platforms employ a large group of commercial content moderators
(mods) or freelancers who work on contract with them [124] to supplement algorithmic
moderation at scale [59]. Mods are gatekeepers [124] of commercial platforms to
maintain the community health and growth [138] with the power to remove harmful
content and sanction users posting the content, namely violators. However, abusing
moderation power or overly sanctioning users could deter community engagement and
alienate community members [138]. Mods have to trade off the punishment eﬀicacy
with community growth [28, 138]. In addition, platforms rely on users’ reports who
flag the potentially offensive content and then ask the moderator to review and remove
the content manually [55, 35]. Users can also apply tools such as ‘Blocklist’ on Twitter
to block harassers [87].
Different from most social media platforms that handle moderation within, usergoverned communities such as Wikipedia and Reddit rely on volunteer moderators
who are given limited administrative power to remove unacceptable content and ban
violators [110]. These mods are either selected from among the users who are most
actively involved in the community and who are invested in its success [157, 133],
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or self-appointed, depending on the platform. Those who become moderators due
to their high level of activity usually have a better understanding of the values and
expectations of the communities [157].
The nature of the role of volunteer mods can be social and communicative in
user-governed communities [103]. Mods in user-governed communities play various
fluid roles to shape the communities [130]; they collaborate with other mods [111]
and apply moderation tools to curate content [85], and help the community leader
to manage user engagement [158]. Mods also suffer from emotional tolls like lack
of appreciation from the community administrator [157] and have to handle the
emotional labor [44].

They might even experience impairment of psychological

well-being [140] due to facing harmful content and doing the dirty work for a long
time [124].
Many existing moderation systems are relying on either algorithms or human
moderators that lack transparency. The algorithmic content moderation at scale
suffers from opacity without explanation after content removal [59, 62]. Current work
considers commercial content moderators as the “hidden labor” behind the scene [124],
and their work is hard to be seen by the end-users [115]. Although the combination
of algorithms and commercial moderators can curtail harmful content, the current
moderation system on social media platforms can cause some frustration due to its
black-boxed nature; for example, content removal without any explanation, appeals
processes that seem to go nowhere, and minimal opportunities for users to interact
directly with the administrators [115]. The challenges of the current moderation
systems of social media provide an opportunity for a new moderation system that
can educate and engage users at the same time [115, 86].
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2.2

Moderation in Live Streaming Community and Twitch

As a unique social medium with high-fidelity computer graphics and video and lowfidelity text-based communication [68], live streaming is a rapidly growing industry.
Twitch has become a global leading live steaming platform, starting from gaming
content and expanding into a range of all imaginable content categories. In early
2020, it had more than 3 million active monthly creators and over 15 million average
daily streamers 1 . It is estimated to surpass 47 million US users by the end of 2023 2 .
On Twitch, users can create their profiles under the profile settings, such as updating
profile picture (displayed as a head image), adding profile banner (displayed as the
background on the top of their homepages), changing username (username updates
can be performed once every 60 days), and adding bio information (displayed as
“About” if other users check their profile). When joining a chatroom, users can
click a viewer’s username to see the viewer’s basic information in the channel. A
further click of the username will forward the user to the viewer’s homepage. When
a viewer comes to the chat and starts typing, the chat rules will pop out. The viewer
has to click “OK” to acknowledge the rules and to start chatting. The viewer can
mention anyone in the public chat using “@” or can start a private conversation
via the Whisper function under the user’s profile. Twitch offers various badges to
viewers to represent their status and indicate their contribution to the communities
and micro-communities. Volunteer moderators have a special badge, a small icon
containing a white sword with a green background. Figure 2.1 shows the interface of
Twitch chatroom from both the moderator’s and viewer’s perspective.
To handle the user-generated content, Twitch employs a multi-layered moderation
system, including both automated moderation tools and human mods, although it
continues to change its structure. At a broad level, the company has employees
1 https://www.twitch.tv/p/press-center/.

Retrieved in March, 2021

2 https://www.emarketer.com/newsroom/index.php/twitch-on-pace-to-surpass-40-

million-viewers-by-2021/. Retrieved in March, 2022
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Figure 2.1 Twitch chatroom interface from viewers’ view (Left, colorful usernames
with different badges to indicate status) and mods’ view (Right, shortcuts of “Ban”
“Timeout” “Delete” are visible next to the usernames).

who are well-trained people and mostly handle inappropriate broadcasting content
that has been reported by users with common criteria for the entire community
[149]. At a micro level, Twitch users form micro-communities [157] around streamers,
and streamers appoint volunteer mods who are active community members to
handle other users and messages in the chat with specific criteria.

Since each

micro-community operates under different criteria, users may behave variously
across different micro-communities.

Also, streamers and mods can choose to

activate/deactivate a moderation tool called AutoMod that uses algorithms to filter
abusive messages.

Twitch also has an open-access API for the integration of

thirty-party moderation tools. Mods have to track a high volume of fast-moving
messages, identify the negative ones, and take action within a limited time because
of the nearly-synchronous conversation in the chat [133, 157]. This poses unique
challenges because it means they have very limited time to make decisions about
what moderation actions they will take. The interactive social medium context with
11

unique challenges of moderation motivated me to focus on volunteer mods and their
moderation of viewers and messages in the chat.
The moderation tool on Twitch could effectively discourage spam, and specific
types of negative behaviors [131]. However, the quality and functionality of bots still
pose some social and practical challenges [104, 33]. Streamers also employ the help
of volunteer moderators. The volunteer moderators on Twitch are appointed by the
streamer and help the streamer manage the chat content. The moderators have to
track a high volume of fast-moving messages, identify the negative comments, and
take actions within a limited time. It is still not immediately clear how they moderate
in live-streaming communities.

2.3 Conclusion
While much research on moderation has focused on the commercial moderators,
asynchronous online communities, and the optimization of algorithm and the
limitations of moderation tools, limited work has explored the volunteer moderators
in synchronous online communities. This dissertation centers around the moderators
and investigated how the moderators manage the triangular relationship among
general users (viewers) and the administrator (streamer) in live streaming communities.
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CHAPTER 3
MODERATION VISIBILITY: MAPPING THE STRATEGIES OF
VOLUNTEER MODERATORS IN LIVE STREAMING MICRO
COMMUNITIES

3.1 Introduction
Online communities provide the opportunity for millions of users to express themselves
and exchange information. Freedom of speech leads to complicated challenges for
these online spaces, such as hate speech and harassment. Prior literature has discussed
the management of negative content from various perspectives, such as moderation
techniques [152], algorithms [9], level of discourse [57], commercial labor [124], users
[115, 87], policy [58], law [95], and so forth, but it is still challenging to effectively
moderate these contents as the communities evolve. Live streaming, as a unique social
medium with high-fidelity computer graphics and video and low fidelity text-based
communication [68], is a rapidly growing industry, and also suffers from the toxic
textual content.

In this study, we extend previous research by focusing on the

volunteer moderators’ moderation practices in live-streaming communities.
Recent work of volunteer moderators and moderation mainly focuses on usergoverned platforms such as Wikipedia [28, 89], and Reddit [49, 26, 85]. Twitch, as
a user-moderated, live-streaming community, is similar in some governance aspects
to other online communities such as Reddit, which is a self-reliant community [85],
and Facebook Groups, which provides multiparty interactions [132]. However, the
interactivity of live streaming makes it different from other social platforms in mainly
three aspects: 1) the large volume of messages generated and posted in a short time,
2) the flow speed of these messages in the chat, and 3) the limited time for the
moderator to remedy harmful situations. These unique affordances may exacerbate
moderation challenges.
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This study contributes a moderator-centered perspective to the growing body
of literature on volunteer moderation, considering how moderators develop and apply
these strategies in live streaming communities, where broadcasters showing their face
have heightened vulnerability and as real-time interaction between broadcasters and
viewers make harassment diﬀicult to avoid and handle. Thus, we asked:

• RQ: What is the workflow of volunteer moderators in live streaming communities? Specifically, what are the strategies and how are they connected?
Through 21 semi-structured interviews with Twitch moderators, this work has
mainly twofold contributions: 1) We highlight the visible activities that volunteer
moderators perform during the moderation process, which has been previously
described as activities that usually happen behind the scene and lack transparency;
2) We develop a diagram to show the workflow of moderation with an emphasis
on the communicative components in ‘live’ moderation systems. We discuss how
the interactivity of live stream facilitates the moderation visibility and how the
synchronicity enhances the graduated moderation and amplifies the violator’s voice
in the workflow. Given the growing interest in using algorithmic methods to detect
negativity [102], automate moderation [23], and build moderation tools [15, 131],
these results provide further insight into the work of volunteer human moderators,
offering potential directions into future research on the socio-technical interaction
that takes place in live streaming communities as well as the design of these spaces.

3.2 Methods
3.2.1

Participant Recruitment

The project and interview protocol were reviewed and approved by the Institutional
Review Board (IRB). We recruited volunteer moderators from Twitch in four ways.
First, we used the oﬀicial Twitter account of our lab to post a recruitment message,
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and at the same time, searched for moderators with search terms such as “Twitch
mod” and “moderator on Twitch.” If someone was interested, they could send us
messages through Direct Message (a message feature of Twitter), or if we found
someone, a recruitment message would be sent through Direct Message. We obtained
10 moderators through Twitter. Second, private Twitch accounts were used to reach
out to four moderators by directly messaging active moderators in random channels
through Whisper (a message feature of Twitch). Third, two moderators who were
acquaintances or friends of acquaintances of the researchers were recruited. Last, we
reached out to five moderators through the recommendation of streamers that were
interviewed for another project. Each of the 21 moderators received a $20 Amazon
gift card for their voluntary participation.

3.2.2

Interview

Most interviews were conducted through Discord (a VoIP communication application)
with a length between 40 and 60 minutes. During the interview, we first asked general
questions about moderation experience such as “Who are you a mod for?”

and

“How long have you been a mod?” Then we asked main questions related to our
research questions such as “How do you know how to mod?”“ Do you have any prior
experience?” “How do you decide what is appropriate or not?” and “How do you deal
with toxicity and harassment?” with the following questions like “How do you decide
when to ban, versus time out or ignore?”. In the end, we asked them about anything
that we did not mention, and they would like to share. We then closed the interview
with a brief demographic indication (age, race, and gender). The beginning and end
parts of the interview protocol are partially summarized in Table 3.1.
In order to have a big picture of moderation strategies and their relationship,
we used thematic analysis [13] to code answers into concepts and group the
relevant concepts into themes. After completing the semi-structured interviews and
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transcriptions, we first pasted all interview questions and corresponding answers into
a spreadsheet, where all researchers went through the content of each transcript and
became familiar with their content. To obtain a clear picture of themes, we grouped
all the interview questions and related answers and perceptively put them under the
two research questions. Second, an open coding approach was used iteratively; each
researcher coded a group of interview questions and presented codes to each other in
regular face-to-face calibration meetings, followed by a group discussion to clarify the
consistency and accuracy. For example, the high-level category “live explanation”
contained subcategories such as “offering help and providing suggestions”, “asking
the viewer to leave”, and “warning with prohibition” with more detailed codes
such as “argument”, “Whisper explaining”, “criteria for explaining”, “method of
explaining ”, and “purge or Whisper”. Then, two researchers iteratively coded all
the interview questions as related to each research question independently. Finally,
three researchers discussed the themes and structures and mapped them out on the
whiteboard.

3.2.3

Participant Demographics

Table 6.1 lists the main demographic characteristics of our participants.

Most

participants were male (71.5 %), followed by female (19%) and transgender (9.5%).
The average age was 29, ranging from 18 to 45. The average moderation experience
was two and a half years, ranging from one to five years. The number of channels
they moderated ranged from one to eighty; however, most moderators moderated less
than five channels (71%).The most active among participants had a channel list that
contained 80 channels. Most are moderating gaming channels, and the viewership
varies from hundreds to thousands.
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Table 3.1 Moderator Demographics and Moderation Activity
ID

No. of channels Experience (yrs) Age

Gender

Weekly (hrs) No. of viewers

Channel type

P01

2

2-2.5

23

Male

21-84

10,000-60,000

Gaming

P02

1

2

-

Transgender

6

-

Board games

P03

6 or 7

5

31

Male

10

-

-

P04

80

4

24

Male

20

-

-

P05

30

3

21

Male

-

5-300

Gaming

P06

2

-

43

Male

Depends

few viewers

Gaming, products reviewing

P07

2

1

33

Female

20

70-130

Gaming and creative

P08

1

2

18

Male

60-70

10-100,000s

Gaming

P09

A couple

-

-

Male

35-42

2,000-30,000

-

P10

1

1.5

37

Female

3

-

Board games

P11

2

1

20

Male

21-28

5,000

Gaming

P12

1

1

21

Male

-

-

Gaming

P13

60

2.5

41

Male

21-28

500-600

Music and creative

P14

2 or 3

1

29

Male

12-16

-

-

P15

44

2

19

Male

2-3

700

Gaming

P16

20

2

40

Female

12

50-6,000

Gaming

P17

4

3-4

40

Male

4-12

200-7,000

Gaming

P18

3

4

-

Male

8-10

few viewers

Gaming

P19

5

5

27

Female

36-70

150-300

Gaming

P20

1

1

45

Transgender

16-24

100+

Gaming

P21

4

2

35

Male

30

100-500

Gaming

3.3

Results

Moderators applied a series of strategies to manage the content. We organized these
strategies based on when they happen in relation to the bad act (Figure 3.1). The
rectangular boxes represent a strategy. The straight lines represent a relation; the
text on the straight line describes how they are related. The ovals represent an event.
The diamonds represent when a decision needs to be made. The arrows represent a
causal relation with the arrow pointing to the result, and the text on the arrow line
represents the decision choice.
Following a time sequence, we presented the results from a proactive and reactive
perspective with details such as why they used it, how they applied it, and in what
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situation they would use it to gain a comprehensive understanding of the moderation
strategies in the live streaming community.

Figure 3.1 Moderation strategies for before and after a bad act happens. Lines
indicate relationships, arrows indicate sequence.

3.3.1

Proactive Strategies

Proactive strategies were ones that moderators engaged in before a viewer engages
in a bad act and are represented in the top half of Figure 3.1, including 1) declaring
presence, 2) rule echoing, 3) word blocking, and 4) setting a good example. In this
section, we described the sequence and the interactions between the elements of the
diagram, which are important to understand. We emphasized that moderators’ work
was complex but not arbitrary. The process began with monitoring without any
intervention. If moderators felt that, possibly, the chatroom could potentially go
18

wrong, they would intervene and say something to make moderators’ presence in chat
visible, which could deter the potential violators (declaring presence). At the same
time, moderators could keep posting the rules and guidelines manually or through
the bot in the chat to remind the newcomers (rule echoing). They would also activate
the Twitch AutoMod to filter obvious toxic words (word blocking). If necessary, they
interacted with viewers to set a good example so that other viewers could mirror their
behaviors (setting a good example). Of importance, we found that setting a good
example, rule echoing, and word blocking attempted to indicate norms while declaring
presence, word blocking, and rule echoing attempted to deter potential violations.
Declaring Presence

Declaring presence, as a method of deterring negativity before

it happened, worked as an approach of gently reminding viewers that someone who
had unique privileges to enforce the rules was monitoring the chat. Declaring their
presence and showing viewers that they were active by only typing a word (moderators
have a special sword symbol that supersedes their Twitch identifier) would curb and
deter unwanted behaviors. P07 gave us an example:
If there was no active mod in there, people do try to push the lurk. They
do say things that are inappropriate. Um, but when they see that there
is even just one active mod, even if I just typed ‘lol’, they would see that
there is a mod, that sort of cover for the trolls.
This was a communicative strategy. Moderators showing their active status in
the chat by simply replying or greeting viewers deterred potential norm violators.
Unlike that of asynchronous communities, the “live” element of live streaming
communities indicated that the moderator was watching on-site and that any
following cross-border behaviors from violators could render punitive actions.
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Rule Echoing The moderator had to actively and verbally inform viewers on a
regular basis because even though rules were often displayed before someone had
to type, they only automatically popped out once. Streamers usually had different
rules for their channels. Some were obvious, such as no sexism, no harassment,
no racism, and no profanity; others might involve prohibiting self-advertising and
backseat gaming (which is spoiling the game for the streamer and other viewers).
Therefore, posting rules in the channel was a way of proactively communicating these
guidelines with the expectation that if the viewers saw them, they should follow them.
P05 thought that, since the rules were posted, then they are clearly communicated,
and expected the users to “simply follow the rules.” Yet, even if guidelines were
posted on the channel, that did not mean that all users would read them. Newcomers
often accidentally acted nonnormatively because they either did not know the rules or
lacked experience [92]. Some moderators set up a bot that would be able to re-iterate
the rules so that they would not have to type it out every time. For example, the
command “!rules” would display the channel’s guidelines. Using command or bot
setting to post rules is both communicative and technical strategies visible to and for
the public, clearly showing which behaviors are approved or disapproved.
Word Blocking Word blocking was achieved by the Twitch AutoMod that
moderators could choose to activate to do some moderation tasks. AutoMod uses
algorithms to hold inappropriate messages for moderators to review or prevent certain
words from going into the chat. There are five levels (0 to 4) of moderation settings
responding to moderation categories. Moderators could choose the moderation level
and also update the terms under each level of the blocked terms list. A group of
moderators reported that they liked the features of AutoMod because it could simply
flag suspicious messages and reduce the workload to some extent.
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If the messages were automatically filtered, only the moderator could see them
until the messages were approved to the public chat so that other viewers would not
be influenced. P18 expressed his appreciation for this feature:
By far my favorite feature of AutoMod is whenever people send a message
it automatically doesn’t go to the chat.

It [AutoMod] pretends the

message doesn’t exist, it turns it into a none and done deal where no
one saw it, no one is reacting, there’s no drama—it’s gone.
This was a technical strategy.

The setting and application of AutoMod

happened behind the scene, and the moderation process was invisible to the public.
Applying moderation tools to block words is a common strategy that has been broadly
discussed in online communities (e.g., [132, 133, 85]).
Setting a Good Example

Prior work has suggested that users want to fit in by

doing what other community members tend to do (descriptive norms), and other
community members’ behaviors may be stronger indicators of acceptable ones than
any explicit guidelines [92]. Similarly, we found that moderators reported being
chatty, friendly, and “answering questions” (P19) as a way of keeping users positively
engaged and hoping that viewers would imitate their behaviors. The moderator
imperceptibly guided the viewers to follow the rules through this method by showing
what is the appropriate language and style in the chat, resonating with Seering et
al.’s work [133]. P08 said, “They kind of look up to me, kind of follow my lead.”
Similarly, P05 said,“In moderation, people look at you for what to do, how to act,
and all that. So you have to always be talking, be chatting, be helpful to people,
and especially off-stream you have to be that same personality.” According to P05,
setting a good example was a communicative strategy involving more engagement
and visibility in the public chatroom, showing a good personality as a community
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member and shaping the micro-community’s value. Users imitating good behaviors
supported a more enjoyable chat and reduced instances of banning.
While these were proactive strategies, we noted that these strategies could also
be triggered by the reactive strategies discussed in the next section. For example,
rule echoing could happen from a preventive perspective, but the moderators could
also post rules after they ban or timeout the violators. In addition, word blocking
could be updated after the moderators observed the lexical variations of toxic words.

3.3.2

Reactive Strategies

We identified nine reactive strategies as shown in the lower section of Figure 3.1.
The novelty of our findings resided in the interaction and sequence of strategies. The
process began when moderators observed bad actions that violated the rules. To avoid
over-reactions and maintain the community, moderators would seek to understand
viewers’ behaviors by reviewing chat history or applying third-party tools to track
viewers’ chat messages (profiling viewers). If they understand the characteristics of
these viewers, but they were unsure about the punishment they should give, they
would ask other moderators or the streamer for help (discussing with the streamer
and other moderators). If they were sure what they should do after profiling or after
the discussion with other moderators and the streamer, they would decide to either
dismiss the actions and ignore these messages (action dismissal) or take a series of
actions to either curb the content (deleting or live explanation) or block the violators
(timeout or ban). Sometimes, certain viewers were not satisfied with the punishment
and would like to argue with the moderator privately (1:1 private argument). They
could also keep harassing the stream with multiple accounts so that moderators had
to delegate and ask the viewers to report the violator to the platform (delegation).
Till then, the moderation process was completed and they returned to using proactive
strategies.
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Next we first introduced how moderators profiled viewers for decision making.
Then we discussed other strategies with relevant quotes to explain each strategy such
as why they would dismiss actions and ignore these messages, what the standards for
blocking people and curb content were, and how they interacted with violators.
Profiling Viewers The purpose of profiling was to avert mistakenly blocking a
person or curbing content because suppressing expression would hinder the growth
of the community to some extent. Profiling could be very quick (several seconds) or
sustain a very long time (varying from minutes to hours). It played a larger role in
some situations than others. Moderators learned about viewers by either observing
viewers’ actions for several hours on a daily or weekly basis or reviewing the chat
history and the specific viewer’s history. Reviewing chat history was usually achieved
through technical assistance diﬀicult to obtain from the platform. Moderators had
to use third-party tools that are allowed by Twitch to assist the profiling process.
These third-party tools could provide more customization than AutoMod and allow
moderators to track viewers’ behaviors. P18 described a tool developed by his friend:
“His most useful tool by far is what he calls a log viewer, which pretty much lets me
pull logs from anytime a user has talked in a channel as long as it’s been logged.”
Especially when moderators had diﬀiculty in deciding whether to take any
action, checking the log would help them make better decisions. P5 explained,
“Whenever I see a new name in chat, I’ll click them and see how long they’ve been
on Twitch. If it’s a day one account, I’m immediately skeptic and I watch them like
a hawk.” This information also helped moderators identify whether it was a repeated
violator and decide whether it should be timed out or banned.
This was a technical strategy involving bot setting and operation to collect
information. Prior work notes that moderators in user-governed communities apply
various tools, including chat logs and post histories [133], but did not specify
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the purpose of these tools. We found that the account information and message
history provided a background of the users that predicted their online behaviors.
The information was helpful to the moderation action decision-making process and
improved moderation accuracy.
Discussing With the Streamer and Other Moderators

Occasionally, a

moderator did not know how to handle the situation and had to discuss the issue
with the streamer or other moderators to finally “mutually agree” on how to deal with
it, because they did not want to “over-moderate.” P01 explained,“Like sometimes if
we’re not sure what to do [with] a person, we have a Skype chat and then we’ll ask
how we should deal with this person. Then we mutually agree on what to do with the
person.” Similarly, P20 said,
If there are questionable situations, we’ll have discussions among the
moderators or with the streamers about what to do. In niche cases where
we don’t know about this, we have a discussion about it on Discord or in
private message about what guidelines we want to have.
Most of the time, they would directly discuss with other moderators first. Unless
the situation was very serious, they would have to ask the streamers to make the final
decision. P11 said,
I don’t personally talk to the streamers. It’s more kind of like a general
knowledge thing if they tell you something like ‘you don’t have to ban this
guy’ or ‘can you ban this guy?’ ‘can you time this guy out?’, whatever.
It’s more of that kind of interaction. We don’t personally have meetings
with the streamers unless it’s something super serious like a sponsorship
or anything like that.
Prior work has suggested that in user-governed online communities, moderators
often apply an open discussion for changing rules in communities with less structured
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hierarchies, and the head moderators can arbitrarily make final decisions without
asking for feedback in communities with a clear hierarchy [133]. We found that in
live-streaming communities, it was the streamer, not the head moderator or other
moderators, making final decisions.
Action Dismissal

After moderators had a basic understanding of the violators,

they decided to ignore violations in some cases when they knew the viewers’ persona,
perceived viewers’ intentions (to receive attention from others), or just decided to
distance themselves from the situation.
Some viewers would always behave in a certain and expected pattern.

In

some situations, the moderator or the streamer had already classified these viewers’
personas. With the streamer’s approval, they decided to disregard these behaviors
by doing nothing, even though those viewers violated the rules. P02 explained,
There’s this guy. He likes to be toxic but then they’re saying that’s his
personality online, like an online persona. It’s just weird to me. It’s just
something I have to put up with.....Then I told [the streamer] about it
and then [he] told me yeah that’s just his personality. I said it’s weird to
me but okay.
Some viewers broke the rules in order to get attention from others. Moderators
elaborated that the best way to deal with these attention seekers was to ignore
them and their inputs in the chat. “Sometimes they’re just looking for attention
and sometimes you just ignore them; they just go away,” said P19. The reason was
that “any further attention paid to them, it’s just gonna feed them more. They’re
gonna continue trying to do it,” said P17. Sometimes, the negative content caused
heated discussion and increased the interaction in the chat. If the misbehavior was
not very serious and the moderators thought it did not cross the line, they decided
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not to take action. P05 gave an example: “Usually, if it’s a really terrible troll I’ll
ignore them, then let them humiliate themselves and let chat have fun with it.”
We found that moderators used “let it go” as a strategy to distance themselves
from the violator. P04 said, “The easiest thing is if you have trolls trying to get
through your skin you kind of let it go and laugh it off.” Specifically, some moderators
took short breaks to leave the screen and let these negative contents go with the chat
flow instead of taking any further action. P07 shared her experience:“I’m just going
to go on a quick cup of tea. I’m having five minutes to myself and then went back.”
Action dismissal or non-response to violators is an atypical response to
anti-normative behaviors. According to Figure 3.1, this is neither a technical nor
communicative strategy, only one that involves cognitive processing. To a certain
extent, high interactivity in the live chat results in the messages being transitory so
that even though moderators did not take any action, the negative messages would
disappear as more messages emerge. This strategy appropriately reduced information
overload and emotional labor of moderators, but we did not know how the ignored
content would affect other viewers. In order to minimize the negative impact of trolls,
it has to be a widely followed norm of recognizing and ignoring them [92]. However,
the challenge is that ignoring requires considerable self-control not to respond to
offensive provocation, especially for new community members [73]. Thus, moderators
may also need to educate viewers to identify and ignore these trolls, not just isolating
themselves.
Live Explanation Recent work shows that Twitch users perceive educating as an
effective strategy to get rid of toxicity [17]. Moderators explained the rules to viewers
through live explanation and education. Unlike simply deleting with a warning, live
explanation involved more engagement and offered help and suggestions to violators.
The purpose of doing this was to build the community and curb the inappropriate
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content in the public chat without any punitive actions. Moderators often applied
this strategy when they saw public argument among viewers or the chat topic became
sensitive and was considered inappropriate for the public.
The public chat area is not a suitable place for arguments because it is mainly
used for common topics that everyone can get involved with as well as interact with
the streamer. An argument between two viewers could disturb the chat experience
for other viewers as well. P08 said, “If two people are arguing in the chat, I always
[tell] them to take it to their DMs or Whispers or whatever to handle it there because
the chat is not the place to do that.” P08’s explanation is consistent with prior work
that has indicated that moving conflicts to special locations where the normal rules of
behavior do not apply will be met with less resistance from users [92]. The Whisper
function of Twitch offers a private space for one-on-one interaction.
Though some topics did not violate the rules, they were considered not
appropriate in the chat because they were too personal or sensitive and could bring
down the vibe and potentially cause negative impacts. Moderators dealt with those
viewers by either providing resources they could utilize to help the viewers or politely
asking them to leave, in an effort to protect the remaining viewers. P16 stated that
she would remind these viewers to cease their actions:
There are some people who are negative because they’re depressed. They
come out like with their guns blazing and everything, and you tell them
to knock it off, and they kind of back down pretty quickly. And you know,
just speaking with them privately, you suggest that they get some help.
I have phone numbers bookmarked for if people need someone to talk to,
that sort of thing.
The direct explanation between moderators and viewers could also rectify
the misbehavior before it went beyond control and finally got the user banned.
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Moderators would gently remind the potential violators to remedy minor offenses.
P20 said,
If they say something that they may not understand right. For example,
sometimes people will walk in and will say something like, ‘oh hey you’re
really pretty’ and that’s not an acceptable behavior so usually we will not
ban them, we will say to them, ‘hey that’s objectifying and that’s not an
appropriate comment, it’s not respectful to comment on the looks of a
streamer so don’t do that again’.
P07 reported a similar tolerance: “If they are less offensive and just being cheeky
or maybe pushing a little bit, you send them a whisper and say, look, you know, calm
down a little bit.” “Usually the user will listen and apologize for it,” P12 noted.
The educating and suggesting in both the public and private chat was
a communicative strategy, either maintaining the chat atmosphere or rectifying
lightweight violation. Prior work has discussed the black-box nature of the current
moderation system and the lack of an educational system [115]. Live streaming
communities integrate the explicable and educational components into the moderation
process.

The synchronous nature of the live chat provides an opportunity for

immediate feedback of the moderator’s conduct to the viewer and also the viewer’s
performance to the moderator, making the education and explanation process possibly
eﬀicient. Our finding supplements Jhaver et al.’s work on Reddit that explanation
of removal is under-utilized in moderation practices [86] and educating users with
helpful feedback improves user attitude of fairness and intention to post in the future
[84].
Deleting Content, Timeout, Ban
moderation activities.

These strategies were commonly applied as

We found that in “live” communities, deleting happened

when the viewers did not read the rules of the chat and incidentally said something
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inappropriate. Even if moderators decided to remove these messages sometimes they
did not ban the violator with an expectation that they would not perform the same
behavior. P07 said, “Those that just fail to understand what they’re saying, it’s either
rude or something, we’ll purge what they said.” Sometimes, deleting was followed
by an explanation or warning, resonating Jiang’s work of moderation in live voice
communities [88].
Also, warning messages came in various forms of intensity. Some moderators
used a gentle tone, reminding the viewers that such behaviors were not allowed, such
as, “Hey, we don’t use that kind of language,” said P12. Other moderators stated
using severe sentences, cautioning users of the punishment awaiting them, should
they proceed with their unacceptable actions. P03 said, “You get that warning like
‘Hey FYI, don’t do this again otherwise you’ll get ten-minute time out and then, you
know, a third strike and you’re banned’.”
A temporary ban, usually referred to as a “timeout,” was a less severe solution
for misbehavior compared with a permanent ban. Moderators reported having people
in the chat who were mostly positive and respectful but might misbehave and cross
the line. Temporarily banning the viewer who broke the rule sent a message to the
viewer and the rest of the community that such behavior was not welcome. P05
stated, “If you can tell someone has the intent of being a good community member,
but they’re a little overbearing, then that’s a timeout.”
Several moderators deliberated that spamming emotes and text in the chat
would get a timeout, which is different from Facebook that sends warning messages
to the users and Twitter that investigates account activities, removes from search, or
terminates the account [59]. P11 said, “If someone is spamming the same message a
couple of times, I will probably just time them off for ten minutes or so.”
A permanent ban meant that the users would never be allowed into the stream
again. Not only was it a severe punishment for the user, but moderators also used
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this command sparingly because it affected the overall viewership. However, many
moderators mentioned that they had “zero tolerance” toward obvious and severe
issues such as racism and sexism and would ban these behaviors, similar to prior
work [88, 133].
In addition, since live-streaming communities are streamer-centric, anything
potentially harming the streamers and their benefits reserves severe punishment.
Any personal attack toward streamers’ appearances was also a permanent ban.
Inappropriate comments such as the “streamer’s bad” or the “streamer’s ugly”,
resulted in a permanent restriction on the viewer’s ability to watch the stream (P08).
P01 similarly reported, “They might just like attack the players, whether physical
appearance or lie how they play. Obviously, if it’s physical appearance, then I have to
purge them or ban them.”
One participant specifically mentioned that self-advertising of other streams
deserves a permanent ban. In Twitch, many streams are similar in the content they
provide, especially gaming streams. Thus, there is usually a lot of competition and
a tendency to promote one’s stream on other channels. P19 said, “You actually do a
permanent ban if they’re advertising their stream in a chat. I don’t have any type of
tolerance or patience for that.” According to P19, the competition among different
micro-communities escalates the moderation sanction. The content of self-advertising
is not as severe as racism, sexism, or personal attack, but allowing it impairs the
community, thus moderators have no “tolerance or patience.”
Sometimes moderators had different tolerance levels toward the same violation.
For example, dealing with trolls in the chat was viewed differently by moderators. P21
said, “You time someone out if they are troll. They will just leave because they don’t
want to wait ten minutes again and again.” But other moderators would permanently
ban the same act. P06 said, “But if someone is clearly just there to troll or just be
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a Jerk. Those people, there’s nothing you can do with them, and there’s no saving
them. You just have to send them on their way.”
Generally, the deleting, timeout, and ban are technical strategies invisible to
viewers and fitting the “graduated sanctions” [119], beginning with persuasion and
light sanctions and proceeding to more forceful actions [92]. As parts of reactive
strategies, the multi-level sanctions based on the severity of misbehaviors increases
the legitimacy and thus the effectiveness of sanctions [92].
1:1 Private Argument Viewers have the opportunity to argue with moderators
through the private message; these conversations often happen during the stream.
Sometimes viewers attempted to start arguments with moderators regarding the grey
area between what was and was not allowed in a private chat. These arguments
usually took place after a punitive action due to a user’s misconduct in the chat.
Viewers would argue that they should not be banned or timed-out through Whisper,
and the moderators would argue the reason and deal with it on site. For example,
P03 stated:
[The viewer is] being rude and being deliberately rude. Like the rules
say don’t be an XXX, and that’s exactly what he was being... he kept
bugging me, he’s like ‘well that doesn’t really explain why you did what
you did’ and I said, ‘Quite frankly, I’m here to do my job. I’m not here
to be your friend.’ I’ve said that before, and that’s the ultimate thing.
According to P03, the private chat allows the violator to express his opinion even
after he was publicly banned. This process increased the perception of procedural
justice, and the legitimacy is enhanced by providing users opportunities to argue
their cases with the moderator [92]. The moderator was forced to perform in realtime in the private chat, which requires improvising. This was a communicative
strategy, increasing the visibility of moderators in front of violators in the private
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chat. The nuanced difference between live explanation and private argument was
that live explanation focused on the education and explanation in both public and
private chat while 1:1 private argument focused on the debate between moderators
and violators in the private chat only.
Delegation

The moderators also encouraged other viewers to report violators

because moderators could only process and deal with a limited amount of negative
messages and problematic viewers even with the assistance of moderation tools.
In certain situations, when the problematic viewer intentionally tried to disrupt
the channel and created many accounts to harass the streamer or moderators, the
moderator suffered from limited cognition and failed to address all issues in the chat.
The information overload was diﬀicult to handle in these situations. A smart approach
to follow was to utilize the power of the crowds. Some moderators would ask viewers
for support and do a “live crowdsourcing” to moderate chat comments. P13 said,
Maybe try to encourage viewers to go ahead and report this user, so
hopefully, they get an IP ban. Those are only in really extreme cases
when somebody won’t go away, because Twitch is bad at that. If a viewer
wants to create 50 accounts and harass someone privately, it’s very hard
to prevent that.
This strategy was a communicative strategy seeking the public to engage,
similar to moderation techniques encouraging users to flag suspicious content and
report to the platform on Facebook [35] and relying on users as witnesses to collect
evidence of rule-breakers in voice-based communities [88]. The reason behind this act
was that volunteer moderators wished that the platform administrators (commercial
moderators) could intervene since they might have more power to ban the IP of the
violator.
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3.4

Discussion

This work mapped out the moderation strategies applied during the moderation
process, contributing to the growing body of discussion about volunteer moderators
and moderation in HCI and CSCW. We want to clarify that our main contribution
is not the novelty of the strategies, but rather, it is the flow of how these strategies
happen and the decision-making processes of moderators in the live context.
The interactivity of live streaming meant that moderators have to combine
proactive and reactive strategies that engage both technical and communicative
solutions, suggesting that moderators had to deal with harmful content in front
of viewers on-site, explain and educate violators publicly or privately, and discuss
with other moderators and the streamer behind the scene. These activities were
accompanied by the challenge that because of the real-time nature, large volumes of
content lead to information overload and only allow limited time for decision making
and multi-task handling during the event. In the following section, we discuss how
the unique affordances of live streaming increase the visibility of content moderation.

3.4.1

Interactivity Facilitates the Visible and Performative Activities of
Moderation
Different from commercial content moderation that mostly happens behind

the scenes [124] and lacks transparency [115], moderation relying heavily on
volunteers increases the visible and performative activities. Among the 13 strategies
in Figure 3.1, six involve technical, and seven involve communicative strategies.
Technical strategies usually operate behind the screen and are less visible to viewers,
while communicative strategies are mostly in the public chatroom visible to everyone
or in private chat only visible to a specific violator. Only one strategy ‘rule echoing’
was found to fit both categories, where it is both a communicative and a technical
strategy. Many communicative strategies applied at both proactive and reactive
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level can be achieved because live streaming provides an interactive and immersive
experience for user engagement [67].
Moderators are usually the glorified viewers who are actively engaging in and
influencing the channels [157]. During the streaming event, they still watch the
stream as the viewers do, but with an eye on the chatroom. At the proactive level,
the moderator sometimes needs to interact with viewers in the public chatroom
by answering questions or joking around. This kind of performance happens in
parallel to the performance of the streamer.

In this sense, moderators are the

viewers and interacting with other viewers. When they saw potential harmful actions,
their roles would change to law enforcers who discretely dealt with the situation
without disturbing the chat. They would either declare presence or post rules to
deter these behaviors. Thus, the publicly visible activities involved different roles as
moderators had to toggle between being the face of socialization/ community role
model and justice enforcer. At the reactive level, the moderators have to explain
and educate violators and delegate moderation tasks to viewers in the public chat or
argue with violators in the private chat, indicating that the visibility of moderation
increases moderators’ vulnerability to negativity and violators [142]. How to balance
moderation visibility and moderator protection should be further investigated.
Generally, volunteer moderators in the interactive context perform much visible
communication in the public chat and private chat than commercial moderators
do. The role (moderator, viewer) dynamic and visibility of volunteer moderators
highlight the importance of affordances of live streaming when considering their roles
and transparency and appear to be more prominent in the live streaming context in
comparison to other social media platforms.
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3.4.2

Synchronicity Enhances the Graduated Moderation and Amplifies
the Violator’s Voice
We echoed some moderation strategies broadly applied in online spaces such as

content removal and banning the end-user [139, 87]. However, most of these common
strategies are working separately. In most cases, one action is the end of moderation,
such as content removal without rational explanation [115, 84] or directly banning
the community [27].
According to the diagram in Figure 3.1, we systemically connected these
moderation strategies and displayed them in a sequential flow to clearly show how
moderation works in this new type of community. Kiesler et al. [92] applies the
“graduated sanctions” concept in online community settings and suggested that
the lowest level of sanctions is a private message explaining the violation, where
sanctions escalate after repeated or more severe misbehavior. This concept can only
partially explain connections of reactive strategies but not proactive ones. Thus,
“graduated moderation” seems to be more appropriate to include the proactive
strategies in the workflow. The simultaneity and ephemerality of live streaming
not only require instant attention and immediate moderation (e.g., one minute
delay in moderation response could lead to a chaotic chat environment) but also
make graduated moderation more effective than that on asynchronous communities
because the moderators are always actively watching during the streaming event. The
graduated moderation starting from proactive strategies instead of simply excluding
violators shows the much effort moderators put to minimize the actions that could
potentially alienate community members. Thus, graduated moderation increases the
legitimacy and the effectiveness of moderation in the live context.
Moderation work in live-streaming communities empowers viewers to actively
engage in the chatroom because the synchronicity brings everyone in the channel
actively online all the time. The asynchronicity of most online communities limits
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the interaction of users and moderators and causes diﬀiculty or delay for users to
acquire feedback and guidance in time. Users lack the motivation to actively seek
feedback unless moderators actively post explanations or contact the users. The
delayed feedback discourages meaningful social engagement and relationship building.
Prior work also points out that end-users develop their own folk theories configuring
what is appropriate [39] because of the lack of explanation after content removal in
online spaces [84]. In live-streaming communities, end-users can play larger roles
than in asynchronous communities during the moderation process. For example,
once a message was deleted, the viewer could ask the active moderators on-site for
the reason or argue with the moderator that it was unfair. Thus, their voices can be
heard by moderators in the dynamic interaction process and their valuable feedback
may potentially contribute to the moderation process. Prior work has suggested
that community influence on rule making increases compliance with the rules [92].
Therefore, community influence in live streaming plays a larger role on rule making
than that in asynchronous communities, thus resulting in possibly higher compliance
with the rules.
As new platforms emerge with novel technology, they may also take on property
above currently unique to live streaming and consider how the moderation workflow
works. For example, moderators in voice-based communities, such as Discord, secretly
record voice for evidence and take extreme actions of excluding such as muting and
banning [88]; instead of taking reactive strategies, moderators can combine some
proactive strategies such as echoing the rules with declaring presence. The moderators
can orally explain the rules or even have a recorded rule explanation to broadcast
now and then in the voice channel. Though the diagram of moderation strategies
is complex, it clearly shows the mental model of moderators. We can explicitly see
where the decision making takes place and which strategy has been explored broadly
or needs more attention.
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3.4.3

Design Implications

We propose that designers and developers should consider advanced technical tools
to facilitate the profiling process. Current tools can only provide limited information
about the viewers through the log function. Future tools should be able to provide
more performance data of viewer’s activity such as how long they have been online;
how frequently these viewers communicate in the public chatroom and argue with
moderators in the private chat; and the ability of tagging messages of the viewers’
characteristics such as funny, talkative, elegant, well-behaved, toxic, and trolling,
similar to the tagging mechanism on Twitter [78]. These data can help moderators
increase the understanding of viewers and save time to make more accurate decisions
during the moderation process.
An algorithm or system to identify the violators’ type should be considered for
moderators to make action dismissal decisions. We know that if the moderator knows
the viewer’s characteristics and intentions, they take no further action. For example,
developers can design a classification system that can: (1) identify these problematic
viewers based on text messages or chat history, (2) classify these viewers into
specific categories such as attention seekers and a viewer saying bad words with good
intention, and (3) annotate these messages and viewers and notify the moderators.
This kind of system would reduce the monitoring effort and automatically catch
violators when a large volume of messages pour into the chat, especially when
moderators are handling a particular viewer and cannot keep an eye on the chat.
Communication is critical for effective moderation in live steaming communities,
but the communication tools in the system were sub-par. We found that not all
moderators would use the private messages function for discussion; they also used
external tools such as Discord and Skype. Usually, a streaming channel has multiple
moderators to ensure that at least one or two moderators are online when the streamer
is. The problem, which is an opportunity for improving the design, is how the outcome
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of discussions between active moderators and the streamer can be documented so
that other inactive moderators can be well-informed without wasting time checking
the whole conservation history across different tools, which is simply an attempt
to reinvent the wheel. It will be helpful if there is a system or feature that can
automatically summarize the discussion in bullet points or highlights and save it
as a document that can be shared with all moderators. Zhang and Cranshaw have
developed a prototype system for Slack to automatically summarize chat conversation
and share it with group members [161]. It is promising to bring such design to live
streaming communities.
A documenting system would facilitate communication between not only
moderators and streamers but also moderators and viewers. Explaining the rules
through live interaction involves a lot of typing and interaction with viewers, which
is time-consuming, and due to the limited cognitive abilities of the human brain,
moderators might potentially overlook other negative content in the chat, causing a
deterioration in the moderation job. If there is a bot or feature that can document
these explanations in the system, and easily call out a specific explanation when
necessary, we speculate that moderation eﬀiciency would be highly improved by just
simple ‘click and send’ instead of repeatedly typing. For example, we categorized ‘rule
echoing’ as a communicative and a technical strategy. Since the content is already
available in a written format, re-posting the relevant rule (as opposed to posting the
entire rule list) when necessary, would help streamline the moderation process and
increase the chances of viewers actually reading the automatic message.

3.4.4

Limitations

There are several limitations to this study. First, our participants are volunteers, not
commercial moderators. In order to generalize the findings, further research can focus
on commercial moderators in live streaming and compare the differences. Because the
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governance structure of each social media is different, we think it is inappropriate to
claim that the user-moderated model in Twitch is similar to commercial moderation
found in platforms like Facebook. Our findings may apply to other communities that
have user-governance with simultaneity such as Discord, live-streaming communities,
or live VR communities, but not all online communities. Also, even though our
sample shows diverse moderation experience, our sample has more male than female
and transgender participants. We are not sure if gender is a factor that influences
moderation.

3.5 Conclusion
We identified the flow of decision-making that takes place during the moderation
process. These practices of volunteer moderation bear similarities but also distinct
differences compared with other user-governed communities. The interactivity and
synchronicity of live streaming reveal the visible and performative work of volunteer
moderation.

This work reminds us to think about moderation from another

perspective. Instead of considering moderation as blocking content or violators with
the assistance of technical agencies, we may also want to take social dynamics into
the moderation process and highlight the significance of communicative strategies
performed by the human moderator at both the proactive and reactive level. The
affordances of live streaming also allow graduated moderation and amplify violators’
voices in the moderation process, showing moderators’ great effort to increase
legitimacy and maintain community members.
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CHAPTER 4
CATEGORIZING LIVE STREAMING MODERATION TOOLS: AN
ANALYSIS OF TWITCH

4.1 Introduction
Technical interventions can, to some extent, reduce the human moderation load,
especially in large and fast moving chats [3].

Many online communities, such

as Reddit and Twitch, apply bots (software robots) to assist the mods in doing
moderation practice [133]. Current research about using bots for content moderation
mainly focuses on asynchronous communities such as Reddit [56, 104] and Wikipedia
[33, 114], with limited research about bots for moderation on Twitch [132]. Better
understanding of the moderation tools that mods use every day would help improve
the current tool design, reduce the working load of mods, and further benefit the
community. The goal of this research is to analyze the features of moderation tools
on Twitch into categories that could be generalizable to all other moderation tools and
to provide some implications for future tool design. I used the same data collected in
Chapter 3, 21 moderators on Twitch with diverse experience to answer the following
two questions:

• RQ1: What kind of moderation tools do Twitch mods use in live streaming?
• RQ2: What do mods expect from moderation tools in the future?

4.2
4.2.1

Results

Moderation Tools

Based on moderation tools that they used, moderators could generally be divided into
heavy technology users or light technology users. Most of them were heavy users, and
if they used bots, they usually used more than one and the combination varied. Some
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Table 4.1 Moderation Tool Categories and Functions
Chat Control

Viewer Control

Chat movement control: P1, P9

One click and purge: P1

Multi moderating: P18

Ban or timeout: P2, P13
Pause without timeout: P8
Log view: P5, P18

Content Control

Settings Control

Flag and alert message: P1, P5, P20

Filter words: P2, P6, P18
Customization: P2, P5, P8, P18

were light users and stated that they did not like bots and that the bots often caused
more trouble so that they mainly moderated manually and only used the basic bot
embedded in the system.
The most popular bots or extensions that our participants used were: Nightbot
(38%), Twitch AutoMod (33%), Better Twitch TV (BTTV) (33%), Moobot (19%),
individually developed bot (19%), and FrankerFaceZ (FFZ) (10%). Among these,
only the Twitch AutoMod was built into the Twitch system; others were third-party
plugins or extensions. (Although AutoMod is in the Twitch system, users can choose
not to activate it if they do not want to use it). Interestingly, some participants
mentioned they were using tools that they or their friends developed. Then, the
authors categorized these tools regarding their features.

Based on participants’

description, four categories and nine examples of the features that fall into those
categories are summarized in Table 4.1.
Chat Control Some moderation features were associated with control of chat, a
place where viewers could comment on streamers and communicate with each other.
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The chat interface is side by side to the live stream (on PC it is on the right, on
mobile devices the chat is on the right or beneath the video, depending on whether
the device is held vertically or horizontally) and happens simultaneously.
Because of the live interaction on Twitch, all the new messages sent by viewers
would be automatically displayed at the bottom of the chat, making it challenging
to go back and check chat history if new messages were constantly appearing. The
inconvenience of going back caused diﬀiculty for some mods.“When you go on Twitch,
and you try to delete a message, and you scroll up, if somebody sends a new message
it automatically goes to the new message,” P1 explained. Some extensions could help
them control the speed of the chat movement. P1 added:“There is a tool that makes it
when you scroll up it does not go back down.” In big channels with lots of viewers, the
chat moved so quickly that they could not catch negative comments—for situations
like this there was a feature that could make the chatroom still. P9 said, “I have an
extension where if I hover over the chat with my mouse, it just stops the chat, so I
can properly click on someone’s name and moderate.”
Content Control Flagging and alerting “bad” messages was a feature mainly
integrated into Twitch AutoMod. P5 explained this feature:
I... turn on AutoMod, which is Twitch’s automation thing because all that
does is flag messages as pending. So, if a message is deemed inappropriate
by your channel, it’ll flag it and then put it in chat for the moderators.
They can say approve or deny.
In addition to flagging and alerting messages, the system could also automatically filter certain words. Moderators or streamers could set and put filter words in
bots so that these words or the variants of these words typed by viewers could not
be displayed in the chatroom.“You can put specific words into it that just don’t go
through,” said P2. P18 expressed his appreciation for this feature:
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By far my favorite feature of AutoMod is whenever people send a message,
it automatically doesn’t go to the chat.

What I really enjoy about

automod is that it pretends [the message] doesn’t exist, it turns it into a
none and done a deal where no one saw it; no one is reacting; there’s no
drama—it’s gone.
Viewer Control There were many features in controlling viewers’ behaviors. “One
click and purge” allowed moderators to easily and conveniently delete the offensive
message and “time out” viewers from the chatroom simultaneously. P1 said:“It is
easier to purge people because it is just one click and you purge them or ban them
whereas on Twitch you would have to actually like type it out with like purge or
timeout or ban. So, it allows you to do things more conveniently.” The ability to do
something with “one-click” indicated the eﬀiciency of using the moderation tool.
If someone said something inappropriate, some words that have been considered
too toxic or offensive by streamers or moderators, the ban or timeout rule would apply.
This feature was mainly implemented through extensions. “I use BTTV, and that
gives some nice things to make it easier to time out and ban,” P13 said. Nightbot
also had a similar function, filtering words first and then timing out the person. P2
said:
Nightbot tries to make sure if someone says “faXXot” it just does not
appear on Twitch. It just... that person will end up timed out. It
automatically times out the person from being able to talk for a specific
number of seconds. I believe it’s 60; I’m not sure.
Pause without timeout was a little different from and less severe than a ban
or timeout. Instead of timing out a person for a specific period, a pause would slow
down the speed of messages that one could send. P8 said:
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Instead of choosing to permanently ban somebody or time them out for 10
mins in chat, much time you will see a mod purge somebody, which is just
literally to time them out for one second, and I have this setup... in my
settings that I have a button to set people’s name that I can automatically
purge them without actually time out like slash timeout.
A pause without timeout worked as a light warning. The messages had no
problem, but someone might want to get attention and, instead of typing a sentence
that might be overwhelmed by others’ messages, might type quickly word by word to
take up multiple lines. Then the whole chatroom would be occupied by the messages.
These messages would annoy other viewers and dilute community experience.
Log view allowed the moderators to check a specific viewer’s log. By doing so,
they could see the chat history of the viewer.“His most useful tool by far is what he
calls a log viewer, which pretty much lets me pull logs from anytime a user has talked
in a channel as long as it’s been logged,” said P18. Especially when some viewers
were discussing lightly harmful topics, but the moderators had diﬀiculty in deciding
whether to give a warning, a timeout, or a ban. Checking logs would help moderators
to make better decisions. P5 explained:
You can look up people, see how long they’ve been following. We can see
previous chat messages; you can see all tons of information about them.
So, whenever I see a new name in chat, I’ll click them and see how long
they’ve been on Twitch. If it’s a day one account, I’m immediately skeptic
and I watch them like a hawk. Otherwise, I just let them chat.
Settings Control Many moderators discussed that customization of settings based
on their needs made moderation more eﬀicient.“It is more eﬀicient. You can customize
the tool whichever way you want, and it’s just a lot better for people,” said P8. Some
bots provided the option to customize timeout, for example.“A common plugin for
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Twitch, you can add custom timeout buttons for different tasks,” said P5. Similarly,
P8 said,“For external tools sometimes I use custom IRC clients if I want to run like a
custom bot to look for a specific keyword to time out.” Some bots allowed customized
settings to track details of chat activities. P2 said:
When I created my own (setting), it’s like, it’s very detailed. It tells you
everything that happened, even while you’re not in the chat. Something
that will happen a week ago, it’ll be like this is what went down.
Even though current bots provided a certain level of customization, from
our interviews, some moderators were not very satisfied with the performance of
customization. More options for current features such as timeout settings could be
considered higher-level customization as well.“The Twitch tool, it is mostly being able
to do it one second, 10 seconds, or say one second, one hour, or 10 hours or whatever.
That’s pretty much it. Like it does need to be more in-depth than that,” said P19.
These deeply customized features would meet moderators’ diverse needs, reduce their
workload, and accelerate the moderation process.
Through the analysis of current moderation tools, nine features were highlighted,
and four categories were identified. However, are these all they wanted? Are there
any other features they expected? The following research question asked about
moderators’ needs.

4.2.2

The Desired New Features

Our second research question was about what mods desired in the future. The
question specifically asked the mods in the interview: “If someone could design a
moderation tool or bot for you, what would you want it to do?”

Since not all

moderators have used all existing tools in the market, some wanted features that
already exist and were covered in the previous section. Thus, in this section, only new
features not mentioned above will be discussed. Six features were identified: grouping
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chat by languages, having a pop-out window to hold messages, chat speed control, a
set of buttons with pre-written/ pre-messaged content, viewer activity tracking, and
all-in-one. Ironically, some of these features were already available with existing bots
or extensions, but the participants were unfamiliar with it.
Grouping Chat By Languages

This feature was relevant to the content control

category but different from any features mentioned above.

There were many

viewers from different countries, speaking different languages, but watching the same
streaming event. Not all viewers would type and communicate in a single language.
However, if the moderators only understood one language, it would be diﬀicult for
them to moderate when the content of different language mixed. Moderators might be
distracted and have to pick out messages that they could read and understand, even
though different moderators were assigned to handle different languages. Therefore,
they wished to have a function to group different languages for different moderators.
Doing so would improve moderation eﬀiciency. Moderators also wanted translation
abilities to help out with chat in different languages. P1 said:
Like, because Gears of War is so big in Mexico, and it’s just a lot of people
who speak Spanish are in the chat. Sometimes it gets overwhelming to
the point where the American, or the people who speak English only.
They might not have anything to do in the chat because we just can’t
understand what’s being said. So maybe a feature on Twitch or Mixer that
automatically [translates] Spanish, or any language in general, to English
would be cool and helpful for us so that the people who only speak English,
or not only speak English but predominantly speak English, could help
along. It also helps the moderators who speak Spanish because now they
have so much more work to do because it’s not equally divided among us.
So, they have a heavier workload.
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Pop Out a Window to Hold Messages

This feature could be under chat

movement control category but was different from the features mentioned above.
A pop out window would hold the message that the moderator wanted but would not
change the chat flow. The participant said Twitch once had this feature, but after
the update to the latest version, it was gone. Now it was hard to hold messages. P7
said:
I think popout would be very good. If you could make it, so a bot could
make a pop-out window so that when you click on something it would hold
it. Now you don’t get to pop out where you can inspect what the person
is saying. If I could get a bot to bring that sort of thing back. Because
if you can go back and look over the sort of things somebody saying if
they’re just swearing and it’s a one-off assessing something inappropriate,
it’s a one-off. It’s not such an issue, but if I can go back and see that this
person has insulted X, Y, and Z, I think I said something inappropriate
to someone and its little things, then you know, you’ve got to keep mind.
Chat Speed Control This feature was also relevant to chat control but different
from other features mentioned earlier. P8 said that the messages moved so quickly
and were hard to catch up. However, he only hoped a new feature to slow down the
speed so that he could not click and moderate by mistake. Something might look like
an audio player, and there are options such as slow down, keeping normal, speed up.
He explained:
The chat moves quickly, so you want to slow it down... If I want to
timeout someone and someone posts, the chat is going to go up like one
line, so I can ban someone else by mistake.
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A Set of Buttons With Pre-written/Pre-message Content This feature
could be under settings control but was different from the customization features
mentioned above. Again, some bots already have this feature, but the participants
were unaware of them. Participants mentioned that they would need commands with
pre-written information so that they could reply more quickly than just typing the
same message again and again. “I would just press a button, and it would instantly
reply with something, that I had pre-messaged or pre-written,” said P11. With this
setting, moderators could work more eﬀiciently. P15 described his expectation and
said:
I would probably have it be like go all around so it would probably have
stuff I’d take inspiration from night bot you know having commands with
info, so having that ready... obviously, it’ll be quicker than us since it is
a bot and not a person.
Viewer Activity Tracking This feature could be under the viewer control
category but is different from the log view. In the log view, moderators wanted
to check one specific viewer’s chat history and make better judgments based on
the viewer’s current performance. Viewer activity tracking was about the general
behavioral summary of a group of viewers. For example, what percentage of them are
super active? How many of them are lurking? How many new viewers joined in or left
last week?“I would want something that would track everyone else. I want some vocal
data about regular people, get notices if people do not show up. I can notice if people
suddenly get depressed, maybe that,” said P21. Many moderators expressed their care
about their viewers during the interview and considered some of the viewers as friends
and had a good relationship with viewers. By owning this feature, moderators and
streamers could have a better understanding of viewers’ activities. Therefore, they
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could improve their service and maintain a better relationship with viewers and doing
so would be beneficial to the community as well.
All in One

This was not a novel idea, but moderators wanted something that

integrates all the features of moderation tools in the current market into one. P4
moderated for several big channels and had to use five bots to assist the moderation
process because currently, no one tool could meet his requirements. He explained:
I think it’d be cool to have an all in one moderation bot where you can
type in a name and give it like a Twitch whisper or something else, so
you could pull it quicker than you could from going through a website or
chat logs in a program.

4.3

Discussion

The first research question identified four different perspectives taking the synchronous
nature of live streaming into consideration, preliminarily providing a guideline for
further bot development in this domain, and the second research question supplements
the four categories identified in the previous one. Similar to Seering et al.’s findings
[132], viewers control involves a certain level of multiparty interaction between
moderators and viewers. Future design can explore how to facilitate the interaction
and at the same time improve moderation eﬀiciency. Our results also show that
the moderation tools in synchronous online communities are different from those
in asynchronous online communities such as Wikipedia and Reddit. For example,
chat control involves real-time content management, and mods have to deal with
information overload and to make decisions immediately, suggesting that mods in live
streaming communities are undertaking a different type of time-sensitive psychological
pressure than those in other communities.
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The categorization of moderation tools enables us to think about features in
a more systematic fashion, not only in identifying the different types of problems
that exist, but also where more work needs to be done. According to the analysis
of features of current moderation tools and features that moderators expected, the
authors have several suggestions for the design of the platform as well as suggestions
of new features.

4.3.1

Design Opportunities

Specifically, for Twitch, the leading live streaming platform, the main features of its
AutoMod are mostly under the content control category, which means that features
under the other three categories are opportunities for future development. Twitch
allows third-party extensions, thus opening up opportunities for a myriad of different
moderation tools. However, it is still diﬀicult for beginners to choose which tools to
use. The beginners might have to add so many extensions to test one by one and
then only keep the better ones. If Twitch can add a function to categorize tools by
their features, it would be helpful for moderators, especially beginners, to search for
the tools that they need.
Some moderators expressed the desire for features that already exist, indicating
that searching for these third-party tools is ineﬀicient or that there is a lack of
information about where to find extensions or bots that are less well known. Future
research may want to look into how moderators discover these tools, but the fact that
people do not know about tools that already exist means there are more opportunities
for centralized repositories of these tools and education about how to use them.
Technology updates so quickly. Some unavailable features during the initial
research planning and execution of this study are now available on Twitch. For
example, some interviewees mentioned that when they scrolled up the chat, it would
automatically go back down. However, now when scrolled up, the messages will stay
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where they are stopped. Twitch also has a “Popout” window to hold chat and to
run separately. Moderators can keep both the chatroom embedded in a streaming
webpage and the “Popout” window open and can use the chatroom to track general
behaviors of viewers and the “Popouts” to deal with suspicious viewers. The evidence
further exemplifies the importance of understanding the function of these features
from a higher perspective than the feature themselves. The identified categories are
not time-sensitive.

4.3.2

Suggested New Functions

Based on some of the frustrations and problems that moderators discussed, the
authors suggest a couple of ideas for new features that could be applied to any live
streaming platform.
Highlighting the content moderators want to track: a language setting button
that allows moderators to choose what kind of language would be highlighted on
their screen that will help them focus on what they can handle and increase working
eﬀiciency. For example, a Chinese moderator would only want to moderate Chinese
content in the chat and click the button to show Chinese messages only.

All

the Chinese would be highlighted, and other language content would turn gray or
shadowed so that they could concentrate on the moderation of Chinese content.
Instead of checking viewer’s log (which would mean that during that time the
moderator would be ignoring the whole chat to moderate problematic viewers), a
setting similar to the language setting could be applied as well. If the moderators
thought a specific viewer was suspicious, they could be able to click on the viewer’s
name, and all the messages from this viewer would be highlighted (e.g., in red color)
in the following message flow. One click and starting to track the subsequent behavior
would amplify their capability of moderating. However, the prerequisite is a setting
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that can slow down or speed up the chat movement so that moderators can accurately
identify the problematic viewers.
Content and rule category setting: this feature is inspired by multi moderation
and applied for different channels and content, but it could also apply to any single
channel. It means that one bot can have a setting that contains many different rules
and streaming content categories that accommodate the norms and guidelines of
different channels. From our interviews, the rules for teen channels did not apply
to adult channels. In adult channels, adult jokes were permitted but might be
inappropriate for teen channels. Hence, settings that can choose a content category
first and then apply a rule for that specific category would improve moderation
accuracy and avoid embarrassing situations and negative impressions.

4.3.3

Limitations and Future Work

Our sample is grounded in just one online platform—Twitch. Further research can
take other live streaming platforms into account and confirm that transferability of
the results across similar live streaming services. It is also important to note that
very few social media platforms have a governance structure in place that allows
for third-party moderation tools. That said, it would be interesting to know what
kind of moderation tools are being used by companies that do not have third-party
tools. Besides, the authors randomly recruited participants on Twitch but finally
obtained more males than females and also included some transgender participants.
The biased gender toward males may have an impact on the results. Since gender
difference is beyond the scope of this study, further research may explore the tool or
feature preference among these genders. Lastly, many other potential perspectives
on the themes of moderation tools can be triggered. For example, future research
can explore how to facilitate communication among viewers and mods in the viewer
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control theme, and chat control theme might need further investigation to understand
better how to reduce information overload of mods in the live streaming community.

4.4 Conclusion
Through the interviews with a diverse sample of moderators on Twitch, the authors
used a grounded theory approach and identified four high-level uses of moderation
tools that provide a method of conceptual categorization that can potentially apply
to any live streaming platforms. Through the summarization of mods’ expectation
of tools in the future, several functions that can fulfill mods’ needs are identified and
support the four perspectives. Since multiparty-based chatbots are underexplored,
this research provided many insights into bot development in the live streaming
community and raised issues related to social interaction among moderators and
viewers, community norm evolution, and technical development of moderation tools.
Live streaming is still growing very fast, and content moderation for it is still a
challenging issue. No existing bot is perfect to meet the moderator’s needs, indicating
that there is a potential market and opportunities for related bot development.
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CHAPTER 5
WHAT ARE EFFECTIVE STRATEGIES OF HANDLING
HARASSMENT ON TWITCH? USERS’ PERSPECTIVES

5.1 Introduction
The live streaming platform Twitch applies both technical intervention and human
moderators [133, 157], but is unique in that there are more opportunities to self-govern
compared to social media such as Twitter or Facebook. Moreover, the communities are
centered around the streamer, who has some control over what people are permitted
to say. In this study, we ask users of Twitch who should take responsibility for
handling harassment and which strategies they think are effective:

• RQ1: Who should be responsible for deciding how to enforce what is
appropriate?
• RQ2: What are effective strategies in getting rid of harassment behavior?

5.2 Methods
The survey data was collected during TwitchCon, an annual convention for Twitch
enthusiasts that is hosted by Twitch. Six researchers walked around the convention
and asked attendees (mainly people standing in line for something) to fill out a paper
survey. Participants were given a small, custom pin that we designed for completing
the survey. The survey included questions about their favorite streamer (not a part
of this study) and about content moderation on Twitch (items development based on
the pilot interview and brainstorm). Results from the paper surveys were then put
into Survey Gizmo for digital archiving and subsequent analysis.
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5.3

Results

The sample (N= 375) was mostly male (64.2%), 23.3% female, and two people who
identified as non-binary. Age (M = 26.05, SD= 6.56) was between 12 and 52 years.
Of the 80% of participants who reported race, most were White (44.4%), followed
by Latino/Hispanic (13.1%), Asian (12.7%), Black (4%), Pacific Islander (3.7%), and
other (2.1%). 59% said that they were a streamer.
To answer the first research question, we asked in the survey, “How important
are the roles of the following entities in terms of deciding how to enforce what
is appropriate to say in chat?

Please rate from 1 (not important at all) to 5

(very important).” The frequency table (see Figure 5.1) displays users’ responses.
Participants thought that the streamer should be the most responsible with the
highest average score (M= 4.67, SD= .85), followed by the moderator(s) (M=
4.23, SD= 1.04), the company (Twitch)(M= 3.47, SD= 1.48), and the viewers(M=
3.13, SD= 1.39). The differences between the results were statistically significant
(Table 5.1). Also, independent t-tests showed no difference in results between the
streamers and non-streamers.
Table 5.1 Difference Test
Pairs

T-value P-value

Streamer vs Moderator(s)

7.11

.00

Moderators vs Company

8.51

.00

Company vs Viewers

3.46

.00

To answer the second research question, we asked “How effective do you think
are the following strategies in terms of getting rid of toxicity? Please rate from 1 (not
effective at all) to 5 (very effective)” in the survey gave participants a list of strategies
based on our earlier qualitative work. We conducted a Principal Components Analysis
with Varimax rotation method and eigenvalue greater than one. The exploratory
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Figure 5.1 Who should be responsible for deciding how to enforce what is
appropriate?
factor analysis revealed five factors with a total explained variance of 68% (see
Table 5.2). According to the description of items, We named these five variables:
Educating (M = 3.10, SD= 1.15, α= .82 ), Sympathizing (M= 2.02, SD= .94, α= .76
), Shaming (M= 1.68, SD= .91, α= .67), Humor (M = 2.62, SD= 1.26, α= .74), and
Blocking (M = 4.01, SD= 1.03, α= .62 ). Educating refers to telling or explaining
to the violator how to act appropriately. Sympathizing refers to caring about the
violator and trying to help. Shaming refers to responding to the violator with the
same toxicity. Humor refers to laughing off the toxic comment. Blocking refers to
banning the toxic person from speaking either temporarily or permanently.
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Table 5.2 Exploratory Factor Analysis of Effective Strategies
Themes with Items

Loadings

Educating
Explaining to the toxic person how to act properly

.88

.16

.08

.02

.15

Educating the toxic person on the rules of the stream

.84

.10

-.08

.00

.17

Telling the toxic person what they are doing is wrong

.83

.11

.06

.05

.10

Asking the toxic person if they are feeling okay

.52

.44

.06

.18

.00

Trying to have a discussion with the toxic person

.14

.78

-.07

.06

.01

Sympathizing with the toxic person

.08

.77

.08

.02

-.04

Asking the toxic person why they are toxic

.14

.76

.20

.14

.07

Extending pity to the toxic pity

.14

.58

.38

.14

.01

Saying rude things to the toxic person

.10

.08

.87

.04

-.04

Shaming the toxic person

.03

.05

.72

.15

.14

Being toxic back to them

-.08

.16

.71

.18

.01

Responding to toxicity with humor

.08

.10

.10

.90

.01

Treating toxic statements as a joke

.04

.16

.29

.82

.01

Banning the toxic person from the stream

.11

-.06

.10

-.04

.86

Timing out the toxic person so they can’t chat for a

.22

.08

.01

.05

.80

Sympathizing

Shaming

Humor

Blocking

certain period of time
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We also asked participants to write in any strategies that were not listed above.
The open-ended question revealed several themes to supplement the factor analysis
results (Table 5.3). Many participants suggested to “simply ignore them” (M, 30),
and this strategy is effective because toxic people just want attention. A participant
explained: “Ignoring even if they are not banned or timed out. If they do not get a
reaction, they will go somewhere where they will.” Not only would they ignore the
toxicity, but also would be “telling the viewers to ignore them” (F,23).
Table 5.3 Other Strategies to Combat Toxicity
Category

Code Count

Ignore

50

Encouraging positivity

13

Tolerance before ban

11

Making rules clear

7

Having good mods

5

A combo of options listed in Table 2

3

Bot intervention

2

Asking the community to help curb it

1

Participants also suggested to “promote positivity” (F, 24) such as “teaching
the toxic person how to be positive” (M, 28) because “positivity breeds positivity”
(F, 37). The streamer or mods should encourage “positive conversation and foster a
healthy community” (F, 28) and “have everyone involved in the community engage
in a positive and friendly way” (F, 20) when things do not go their way.
Many people were willing to give opportunities to first-time violators. For
example, “Just be kind, give them a chance, continue with a ban if it continues”
(F, 29), “Extend a second chance to first time offenders, but after that, a ban is in
order” (F, 25), and “Once they have been reported three times, impose a 30-day ban”
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Table 5.4 Quotes of Other Strategies
Making rules clear
Persistent and consistent applying the rules (M, 37).
Making sure your community is all on the same page of what is acceptable
in your chat so they can help set the correct tone and support the chat while
you are streaming (F, 32).
Having good mods
Having good moderators that understand your wants in getting rid of
toxicity in chat along with a supportive community (F, 24).
A combo of options listed in Table 2
We usually time them out for 10 mins, tell the person what they did wrong
then give them a chance to come back and stay (M, 23).
Bot intervention
Posting help links with bot commands (M, 39).
(F, 35). Similarly, “Track who bans by profile, not just in the channel, after three
bans on different channels, either ban the profile or make a toxic emotes, although
that is a form of shame (sad face)” (M, 50). Other quotes are displayed in Table 5.4.

5.4

Discussion

Twitch users thought that the streamer should be the most responsible entity to
enforce the rule in the chat instead of the company; it would be interesting to see
how this compares to users of social media like Facebook and Twitter. One possible
explanation is that the live streaming community has a decentralized governing
structure, and the users generate and moderate content autonomously.
Among the five strategies identified in the factor analysis, blocking and
educating were the most effective strategies, and the other three (humor, sympa-
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thizing, and shaming) were perceived as less effective with the average score under
three. Interestingly, we found ignoring was a popular strategy that was unprompted
but mentioned by many users. It might be caused by the attribute of real-time
interaction in the live streaming community and the fact that conversations are
somewhat ephemeral. Without any action, the toxic messages in the chat will soon
disappear as more comments emerge. Moderation on Facebook and Twitter often
happened behind the scenes so that it is easy to block but diﬀicult to educate the
problematic viewers. In the live streaming community, the live interaction in the chat
allowed moderators to block while educating at the same time. Design to facilitate
educating and blocking or to help moderators to balance ignoring and actual educating
and blocking should be considered. The attendees from TwitchCon were experienced
users with an in-depth understanding of moderation, gaining insights into answering
our research questions, but the limitation was that they would not represent the
average Twitch users.

5.5 Conclusion
In this study, we asked users about who should be responsible for deciding how
to enforce rules on Twitch and found that they held the streamer to be most
responsible. We also conducted a factor analysis to identify five strategies (educating,
sympathizing, shaming, humor, and blocking ) and the open-ended questions revealed
several more strategies (ignoring, encouraging positivity, tolerance before ban, etc.).
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CHAPTER 6
AFTER VIOLATION BUT BEFORE SANCTION: UNDERSTANDING
VOLUNTEER MODERATORS’ PROFILING PROCESSES TOWARD
VIOLATORS IN LIVE STREAMING COMMUNITIES

6.1 Introduction
Since community growth and health is about not only punishing but also maintaining
users by setting positive examples [131], understanding users’ characteristics is a good
way to avoid sanctioning users by mistake and to improve the perceived justice and
fairness. Checking a user’s account information, which is a good indicator of a user’s
characteristics (e.g., [51, 69, 148]) and a reference to the user’s commonalities with
others (e.g., [99, 136]), is one way to do so. As account information and activities
reveal users’ behaviors, profiling, which refers to the dynamic process of collecting
and integrating users’ information and activities to find their behavioral patterns and
characteristics [96], is vital for mods to understand bad actors, a challenge highlighted
by prior research [87, 84].
In line with recent HCI and CSCW research proposing to understand bad actors
[90, 12], this work aims to explore how mods psychologically profile violators in live
streaming communities. Due to the lack of HCI theories associated with profiling, we
used criminal profiling [74] as a lens to understand moderators’ mental models about
the profiling process and types of violators. To achieve this goal, we first observed
moderation work through mods’ self-recorded videos. Using videos as probes, we
then interviewed mods while watching the videos. In the interviews, we asked their
reasoning to deal with violators, such as the information they are looking for and the
reason for their judgment.
This work contributes to understanding mods’ mental models regarding what
happens after violation but before sanction. In most cases, profiling allows mods
in micro-communities to understand violators’ characteristics to avoid excessive
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punishment or, more importantly, mediate and support community members. We
present their profiling process, how they collect information for profiling, and the
violators’ types with various moderation strategies. We discuss how the platform’s
affordances and design affect profiling; we also discuss how profiling can potentially
grow the community through increasing justice and fairness and distinguishing bad
actors. Finally, we suggest social and technical interventions that could assist in
profiling in the moderation process.

6.2 Related Work
6.2.1

Criminal Profiling

Criminal profiling, also called “psychological profiling” or “offender profiling,” is “an
educated attempt to provide investigative agencies with specific information as to the
type of individual who committed a certain crime” [54]. Similarly, Egger [47] defines
criminal profiling as “an attempt to provide investigators with more information on
the offender who is yet to be identified.” Generally, criminal profiling is the process of
gathering evidence both at the scene of a crime and from the victims and witnesses to
construct a biographical sketch of the criminal [97]. Hicks and Sales [74], in their book
dedicated to the development of criminal profiling, propose that crime scene evidence
is the primary source of investigative information available to investigators, including
physical evidence and victim information and statements, and that the offender’s
characteristics cause them to leave particular pieces and patterns of evidence during
the crime. Through these shreds of evidence, the investigator pieces together the
offender’s characteristics to figure out the types of offenders.
Focusing on the roles that evidence can play in informing a timeline and
narrative of the crime, Chisum and Rynearson [30] classify physical evidence into
different types such as sequential (sequence of events surrounding a criminal act),
directional (where something was going and coming from), location (position and
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orientation of people and objects surrounding the scene), and limiting (the nature
and boundaries of the crime scene) evidence.

The breakdown of evidence can

facilitate answering “who,” “what,” “ when,” “where,” “how,” and sometimes “why”
questions about the commission of the crime [31]. The evidence is usually collected
by the crime scene investigation team consisting of photographers and specialists
and then sent to forensic psychologists and other experts to analyze [116]. Criminal
profiling shows how a group of researchers systematically collect evidence and
deduct criminals’ characteristics based on the evidence and is worthwhile for police
investigation because of its improvement in the scientific rigor of research (e.g., see
the meta-analysis by [45, 52]).
Criminal profiling plays different roles in the criminal justice system in
three phases: criminal investigation, apprehension, and prosecution [74]. In the
investigation phase, profiling aims to link evidence as part of a series to identify
physical and psychological characteristics of unknown offenders, to predict the pre-and
post-offense behaviors that an offender might show, and to evaluate the potential
escalation of certain criminal behaviors. In the apprehension phase, profiling suggests
evidence collection on the search warrants or interrogation techniques eliciting a
confession from an offender and predicts an offender’s behaviors on the arrest. In
the prosecution phase, profiling works as providing expertise in the courtroom to
demonstrate the linking of multiple offenses to one individual or to match a particular
individual to the relevant crime(s) [74, p13]. In this study, we mainly focus on the
investigation phase, which aims to understand violators’ characteristics or evaluate
violators’ behaviors to avoid similar violations happening in the future.
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6.2.2

Applying Criminal Profiling to Community Moderation and in Live
Streaming Communities

Much research in HCI discusses profiling normal users online, such as how to
develop different types of clustering, how to use algorithms to cluster users and
develop different personas (e.g., [125, 29, 46]), and how to predict users’ preferences
and provide better services (e.g., [143, 113, 144, 64]). Stainbock [141] reveals the
connection of general profiling using algorithms and criminal profiling and states
that “data mining’s computerized sifting of personal characteristics and behaviours
(sometimes called ‘pattern matching’) is a more thorough, regular, and extensive
version of criminal profiling.” In these contexts, the person conducting the profiling is
usually an industry professional and targets the regular user but not violators. Little
research in user profiling literature focuses on collecting the moderated information
to profile violators, the information that is removed and invisible to the public. Mods
have access to both the normal content visible to the public and the invisible violative
content, owning the advantage to see the holistic scenario to understand a user’s
behavior and characteristics. Though some work focuses on collecting moderated
information to understand violations, no specific work applies the profiling lens to
understand violators.
In community moderation, criminal profiling has been used as a lens to
exemplify how Wikipedia moderation tools work as profiling agents, from observing
and catching vandalistic edits to finally generating patterns using either structured
decision-making or a black-box approach [38]. Additionally, some research points out
the necessity for human mods to collect evidence for their decision-making during
the moderation process. For example, Jiang et al. [88] found in live voice chat on
Discord, mods face challenges to collect evidence of potential violators, sometimes
even with the risk of violating privacy policy to secretly record voice as evidence.
Kiene et al. [91] also found that the moderation tools are insuﬀicient for organizing
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and retrieving information for mods to make consistent decisions toward violations
and that mods seek user-developed bots to track information of community members.
Research in live streaming communities shows that some mods use moderation tools
to check a viewer’s history [19] but are not satisfied with the features of these tools
and hope to have more information about viewers and violators [15]. While this
thread of research discusses the need and necessity of more evidence for moderation,
they do not specify what type of evidence they need, how they collect the evidence,
and consequently, how to use these shreds of evidence to evaluate potential violations
and punish potential violators.
The need of understanding evidence collection in community moderation and
the lack of framework in user profiling literature to understand violators indicate
the potential of a new lens to build a connection between community moderation and
profiling research. Additionally, much research also introduces various types of justice
(e.g., social justice, retributive justice, restorative justice) from the criminal justice
system to explain online harassment and moderation, and the justice-seeking process
[128, 127, 10, 140, 38]. The inherent role of criminal profiling in the criminal justice
system and its components (evidence collection and analysis, and the deduction of
offender’s characteristics) in the definition suggests that criminal profiling may serve
as a good lens to understand mods’ profiling process when they face potential violators
at a conceptual level. In line with the definition of criminal profiling and applying it
to live streaming communities, we asked the following questions:

• RQ1: What kind of evidence do mods collect to profile violators?
• RQ2: How do mods collect these types of evidence?
• RQ3: What are the types of violators that mods perceive?
The online environment makes the application of this lens slightly different
from the offline world. First, online behaviors become part of the evidence. In online
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communities, harmful content is considered crime scene evidence and reflects online
behavior. Most types of evidence relevant to physical evidence (e.g., blood, body
drag, glass fragments) are not applicable to the online environment. Second, the
offender is already identified in live streaming communities, so the profiling is not to
find the offender but to evaluate whether or not the mod should punish them and to
what extent the punishment should be. Instead of directly banning users, they may
also look for other evidence. Third, researchers in criminal profiling rely heavily on
the captured offenders’ self-reported information to figure out their characteristics. In
live streaming communities, mods as non-experts directly communicate with violators
and can access various information.

6.3 Methods
Since the profiling process happens behind the scene, we chose the observation plus
interview method to explore the research questions. The observation allowed us to
see the whole moderation process, from seeing a violation to finally sanctioning the
violator. The interview alongside the video allowed us to recall the moderation actions
with mods and then to ask questions about their decision-making process. The school
IRB approved this project, and the consent form was sent to participants before the
interview through either email or Discord.
We offered two options for mods to participate. The first option (A) was to
share with us a self-recorded video of the screen when they were moderating. After
we reviewed the video, we scheduled the interview. Mods received a $100 Amazon gift
card after the interview. Because some mods had strong privacy and safety concerns
and/or felt uncomfortable with recording, we provided a second option (B) with a
$50 Amazon gift card, only conducting a semi-structured interview but asking them
to provide necessary examples (e.g., screenshots, video clips) during the interview.
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6.3.1

Participant Recruitment and Demographics

We recruited 19 participants through three approaches.

First, we reached the

potential participants through the email list that we collected from Twitch Convention
2019 and received six responses. Twitch Convention is a gathering of the Twitch
community hosted by Twitch to provide the opportunity for streamers, moderators,
viewers, and merchandisers to meet offline. We recruited from Twitch Convention
offline to increase diversity and minimize the bias of only recruiting people online.
Second, one research assistant who was also a Twitch mod asked other mods in the
channels he moderated to recruit five participants. Third, we used our personal
Twitch accounts and browsed the recommended channels on the Twitch homepage.
We first entered live channels to observe for 5-10 minutes. After we saw active mods,
we asked and obtained eight mods. We had 12 male mods and seven female mods.
The average age was 23. Most mods were white. The average moderation experience
was three years, ranging from half a year to eight years. Most primarily moderated
gaming communities. 10 mods chose option A, and nine mods chose option B. The
viewership of the channel in option A varied from tens to thousands. Details are
summarized in Table 6.1.

6.3.2

Video Analysis and Interview Process

We first ran a pilot study with the mod in our team. Three researchers interviewed
the mod to test the flow of the interview protocol and watched the mod’s moderation
practices to decide the reasonable length of recorded video for the observation. The
pilot video was one and a half hours long, with 105 active viewers on average in the
chat. We observed ample violations and repeating moderation in the full video, even
in the first hour, and thus considered one hour a reasonable length for the observation.
All the participants were encouraged to share with us a one-hour-length video through
Google Drive. To analyze the video, we focused on moderation related actions and
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Table 6.1 Demographic and Experience of Participants
ID

Option

Viewership

Category

Experience (yrs)

Age

Race

Gender

P1

A

18-20

Gaming

4

21

Hispanic

F

P2

A

10-15

Gaming

4

19

African American

M

P3

A

70-100

Art, body painting

2.5

23

Hispanic

M

P4

B

—

Gaming

1.5

18

White

M

P5

B

—

Gaming

3

27

African American

F

P6

B

—

Gaming

3.5

34

White

F

P7

A

30-35

Rhythm & music game

0.5

18

White

M

P8

A

15-20

Gaming, video editing

4

18

White

F

P9

B

—

Gaming

1

19

White

M

P10

A

130-150

Gaming

2

18

Asian

M

P11

B

—

Gaming

3

19

White

F

P12

A

650-1400

Gaming, IRL

2

21

Asian

M

P13

B

—

Gaming, IRL, Drama

3

29

White

M

P14

B

—

Gaming, IRL

8

28

White

F

P15

A

800-1000

Gaming, IRL, eSports

6

31

White

M

P16

B

—

Gaming, IRL

3

24

Pacific Islander

M

P17

A

9000-11000

Gaming

1.5

21

White

M

P18

A

3000-4000

Gaming

1

20

White

F

P19

B

—

Gaming

5

26

Asian

M

developed a codebook for video coding (1, explain; 2, delete; 3, warning; 4, timeout;
5, ban; 6, should have moderated but not (ignored); 0, other interesting issues). An
explain is the rule explanation in the chat; a delete means the message was removed
in the chat; a warning means sending a warning message to the viewer in the chat;
a timeout is a temporary block from minutes to hours; a ban is a permanent block,
indicating the violator can not send a message in the chat anymore. Warning, delete,
timeout, and ban can be achieved via bot command that is alongside the username
and badges, as shown in Figure 6.1. In the coding process, we focused on these actions
and excluded mods’ social interaction, such as greeting newcomers and just chatting
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with viewers. Each video was analyzed by two researchers separately to identify the
timestamps of each relevant action. Then, the two researchers discussed their results
to achieve consistent timestamps.
All the interviews were conducted after the video analysis and through Discord.
Before the interview, we opened the recorded video on our side and also asked mods
to open the video on their side. In the interview, we first asked some general questions
about their moderation experience, such as which platforms they moderate for and
how long they have been moderating. Then we asked some questions about providing
examples of moderation decisions they made. Later, we asked them to look at the
video for each timestamp that we noted and to explain their decisions. For example,
“At 35:04 (35 mins and four secs), I saw you deleted the message and banned the
user. What was your rationale to make that decision?” For mods who chose option
B, we skipped these questions. After questions on video analysis, we asked questions
about profiling, such as what kind of information helped them moderate and what the
reasons/motivations were for users to perform badly. Since option B did not share
video to help us gain context, we often asked follow-up questions such as “do you
have a specific example to show us?”, “can you give us an example?” and “can you
explain more about this?” These follow-up questions reminded them of something
they recorded and saved from their end. They thus shared the content with us via
Discord during the interview. In the end, we asked for demographic information. The
interview protocol and process followed a consistent structure for both options, except
that the video plus interview option added several questions for each timestamp, and
that the interview-only option asked more follow-up questions about examples. All
interviews were audio-recorded, transcribed by speech recognition software1 , and then
double-checked by the researchers.
1 https://www.temi.com/.

Retrieved on March 14, 2022
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6.3.3

Interview Analysis

We imported all transcripts into ATLAS.ti Cloud2 for collaborative coding. First, four
researchers individually went through all transcripts to have general ideas. Next, four
researchers picked up a transcript with abundant content to code individually. After
individual coding, four researchers had a group meeting to discuss the codes and
clarify the definitions. All codes with definitions were archived. Four researchers,
repeating the above steps, coded three transcripts to develop an initial codebook. By
following the initial codebook, each transcript of the rest was coded by two researchers
individually and discussed later to achieve consistency. During this process, any new
codes were added to the initial codebook with a definition. The other two researchers
then reviewed the new codes and their definitions for agreement and applied the
updated codebook to code the next transcript in sequence. After finishing the coding,
the authors exported codes to a spreadsheet to iteratively organize relevant codes
under each research question to form subcategories and categories (see supplemental
files).

6.4

Results

Before identifying the violations, mods usually monitored the chat and sometimes
interacted with viewers. Sometimes, they could not define whether the messages in
the chat were violations. They waited for more information to evaluate the purpose
and meaning of the messages. P3 (M, 23) said, “It’s diﬀicult sometimes to ascertain
things, but as long as people aren’t saying, ‘Oh you look awful’, or things like that,
I’ll usually leave, and I’ll try and gather more information and see what they’re going
to do in the chat because more often than not, I can’t predict the future, at least give
them the chance to talk.” For lightweight issues, several mods reported that they
tended to give people chances and “watch and see” (P12, M, 21). Once the mods
2 https://atlasti.com/cloud/.

Retrieved on March 14, 2022
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confirmed the violation in the chat, the profiling process was triggered and involved
evidence identification, evidence collection, and violator type formation with possible
punishment.

6.4.1

Evidence Types

To answer the first research question, ‘What kind of evidence do mods collect to profile
violators?’ we adopted physical evidence types [31, 30] from the criminal profiling
framework and identified three types of evidence applicable to online communities.
According to our observation of mods’ activities, they conducted evidence collection in
a very specific sequence. We followed the sequence of how mods processed information
and presented this section.
Action Evidence

Action evidence refers to information that reflects the online

behaviors. For example, in Figure 6.2, the message “fresk is bad” was considered
action evidence that reflected the violator’s intention and behavior to harass the
streamer and was deleted. This user specifically pronounced the streamer’s name and
said the streamer was “bad.” Mods reported many different types of behaviors/acts,
such as being malicious, trolling, spam, racism, and sexual perversion.

These

violations have been broadly discussed in prior work (e.g., [49, 73, 60]). In addition,
mods also noted that disruptive behaviors such as nonsense-talking in the public
chatroom broke the synchronous experience, though these messages did not break
the rule. If the disruptive behaviors went far and caused trouble to other users, mods
would step in and sanction these behaviors. Mods sanctioned violators differently
after they turned the one-time offensive action into repeated offenses, such as P18 (F,
20): “Sometimes they don’t realize that their message is offensive, but people like that
who says things impulsively. I know their intention. So I just delete it, and if they
keep going, I just give a timeout.”
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Ownership Evidence

Ownership evidence refers to information that reflects the

identity or source of the violator. It consisted of offensive usernames and throwaways
accounts, username position, badges, channel status, and account status. Though a
few types of the above evidence were more or less mentioned in live streaming research
(e.g., badges and throwaway accounts), we considered them necessary components
to represent the holistic picture of the profiling process and explain them from the
profiling and moderation perspective.
Offensive Usernames and Throwaway Accounts Usernames were observable
evidence that was directly and visually collected by mods. Before the violation
happened, mods in most cases considered offensive usernames as heuristic indicators of
the potential violation and tried to avoid their influence in the community. Offensive
usernames “indicate more that they’re there to cause trouble rather than to actually
participate” (P8, F, 18). These users circumvented the rules, and the username display
was too offensive to be consistent with the channel’s value. For example, P12 (M, 21)
shared two offensive usernames via Discord during the interview: a sexual username
like “Ice_wallo_come” meant I swallow cum, and a sexual harassment username
toward underrepresented groups like “ray_ping_minors” meant raping minors. Mod
worked with the streamer to “ask for them to switch over to a new account if they
want to watch” (P7, M, 18). In most cases, offensive usernames can be considered
indicators of potential violators and paid special attention to these users. However,
in some cases, it was context-dependent, and mods relied on other clues to figure out
the purpose of users.
After the violation, an offensive username alongside a negative message (action
evidence) provided additional information and enhanced mods’ judgment on whether
the user was an intentional violator. They noted that they would carefully check the
user’s account information. P2 (M, 19) expressed his logic: “I typically immediately
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click a toxic name with a toxic message.

That makes sense.”

Mods also used

usernames to identify what they perceived to be throwaway accounts. P17 (M,
21) described that accounts with “a bunch of numbers ” were “obviously throwaway
accounts.” In order to further judge whether it was a throwaway account, P5 (F,
27) stated that she would “go through and check their profile and see if it’s like
blank or anything.”

If the account history was empty, there was a high chance

that the suspicious account was a throwaway account. Unlike typical throwaway
accounts using letters and numbers, some accounts directly harassing others by saying
something negative about a specific user or the streamer could also be considered
offensive usernames.
Username Position The username position on the Leaderboards

3

(a Twitch

feature for the streamer to give viewers’ recognition by pinning gifters’ and cheerers’
usernames to the top of the chat window, as shown in Figure 6.1a Box 1) also played
a role. P3 (M, 23) explained that a big donation made the username appear on top
of the chat for a certain amount of time, indicating support and contribution to the
community. Mods recognized these usernames, had a higher tolerance when these
users violated the rules, and were less likely to punish them, compared with users not
on the Leaderboards.
Badges

Along with a username were the badges owned by the user (As shown in

Figure 6.1a Box 2). Twitch offered users different types of badges

4

specific to the

channels, such as cheering chat badges (users purchasing virtual currency-bits and
paying bits for special animated emotes to cheer the chat and support the streamer)
and subscriber badges (users paying a monthly fee to support the streamer and owning
3 https://help.twitch.tv/s/article/leaderboards- guide?language=en_US.

Retrieved on March 14, 2022
4 https://help.twitch.tv/s/article/twitch-chat-badges-guide?language=en_US.

Retrieved on March 14, 2022
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(a)

(b)

Figure 6.1 Screenshots of the interface from a moderator’s view integrated with
different moderation tools. (a) Box 1: the LeaderBoard; Box 2: badges; the icons
alongside each blurred usernames are three commands: ban, timeout, delete. (b) A
moderator checks a user’s message history: this user sent only 5 messages in the chat
with 0 timeout, bans, and mod comments.
different badges by subscribing different lengths ). An active user usually owned
various badges, either through purchasing subscriptions to the streamer or for free
(e.g., VIP badge denoted by the streamer to recognize the loyal members). Usernames
with badges were less suspicious than those with no badge. P12 (M, 21) described,
“ The first thing that stands out to me about a user is if they have badges or not.
That’s like, whether you’re a subscriber or if you have Twitch Prime, or if you have
anything. If you have a badge, generally speaking, it’s less suspicious than just a
regular account with no badge.” P12 also explained that an account with no badge
would make him “curious” and “click” it.
Channel Status

Channel status refers to the user information and activities in the

channel (micro-community). Mods also reviewed channel status, specifically, following
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Figure 6.2 A message deleted, and a user timed out by P18. The icons alongside
the blurred usernames are commands without any badges, such as ban, two different
timeouts, delete, etc.
date and subscription status in the channel, by quickly clicking on the username.
Subscription meant that users paid a monthly fee to support the streamer in the
channel, indicating the enjoyment of the content and the contribution to the streamer.
P8 (F, 18) noted, “People typically don’t throw money at the people they want to mess
with and make a bad day.” Thus, the subscription was a good reflection of a user’s
intent. Through the observation, we asked P18 (F, 20) why she timed out a user.
According to Figure 6.2, the user typed “fresk is bad” and got a 10-minute timeout.
Fresk was the streamer’s name, and the mod considered it a personal attack: “What
I do to judge is I check if the person is a sub. As you can see, he’s not a subscriber as
well, so I know he’s not really joking.” In P18’s explanation, subscription status could
also be reflected by the subscriber badge alongside the username. In this example,
the username had no badge and got a timeout.
Mods also checked the following date to distinguish the regular from new users.
Following a channel was free and an indication of a user’s interest in the stream. After
following the channel, users could send messages in some follower-only chat channels.
P2 (M, 19) explained, “I would say I would click on their names, and I’ll check their
following age and see if they’re following the person that they hosted from or see
that it’s a random person who just saw because of the high number of viewer count,
and if it was a toxic message, and they were just following the person, then I would
time them out.” In P2’s sense, a short following time with toxic content suggested
the user’s intent to harass others. Overall, channel status indicated the loyalty and
interest of the community. Mods had the mental model that users with long following
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time and subscription periods were valuable community members and less likely to
be sanctioned.
Account Status

Account status refers to the user information and activities on

the platform (community). Four mods stated that they would check account age that
determined the user’s length on this platform by clicking on the username. They
consistently agreed that the account age was a good indicator of a troll account or
throwaway account. We observed P3 (M, 23) checked a user’s account information
after a user typed “wtf” in the body painting channel and asked him why he checked
and what he was looking for: “Usually when people say something like that, I
immediately think, okay, how old is the account? Do I need to ban them? But I
don’t believe he said anything else, so I kind of just let it go.” According to P3 and
our observation, the account was created in 2019, so it was an old account, and he
also checked the message history, indicating this was the first message of the user.
Thus, he “let it go” and gave the violator another chance. He further explained why
he considered account age very important for his moderation: “If somebody makes a
throwaway account, they can just make a new one right after. They don’t have to
worry about, then bans technically won’t even matter, but if it’s an older account,
more often than not, I’m less likely to ban them.” Typically, throwaway accounts
were created in a short time; thus the account was new and usually untrustworthy.
P7 (M, 18) also reported similar logic: “I can check the account creation date, so
I’ll know if this person just made their account two hours ago. Chances are it’s
just like a troll account. So there’s no harm if we just ban it, but that isn’t to
say if the person’s had an account for six years, they wouldn’t do something like
that. So it’s called context-based. I would say I’m harsher toward accounts that
were recently made because I feel like you’re making an account to troll, like you’re
going to get banned.” Similar to channel status, account status with longer age was
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considered more valuable to the community. Differently, channel status only reflected
the activities in a specific channel, but account status reflected the account activities
on the platform. The platform contained thousands of different channels. A poor
channel status did not necessarily indicate a poor account status and vice versa.
Mods relied on both.
Sequential Evidence

Sequential evidence refers to information that indicates the

sequence of the act (e.g., chat messages with timestamps). Mods reported scrutinizing
a user’s message history to 1) gain context of a specific situation or a user, 2) identify
the behavioral pattern, and 3) review moderation history with timestamps. The
difference between action evidence and sequential evidence was that action evidence
emphasized the single action reflected by the chat message, while sequential evidence
emphasized the actions in the sequence.
Chat Context (Recent Chat)

Mods often collected chat history to gain the

context of a specific situation. Checking chat history facilitated their moderation
actions. P19 (M, 26) stated, “We can see their past messages. So sometimes we’ll
look at that and see what started the argument and like, why were they arguing with
each other, why were they talking to each other?” Similarly, P15 (M, 31) expressed
that he usually “scroll up in the chat and find out what the context is.” By comparing
chat history, mods resolved the issue fairly. P13 (M, 29) described that he often went
back to the message history to “compare” everyone’s message to gain “ a little more
context” and resolved the issue. Mods also used chat history to gain an understanding
of the users. P19 (M, 26) explained how he used previous messages to know users’
temperament: “I look for what they say because I never really like just anything that
jumps out as toxicity or overall negativity. That’s not worthy of me banning them
just because of what they’ve previously said, but it does let me know what kind of
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Figure 6.3 A screenshot of Whisper conversation between a viewer and a mod on
Twitch. After a violator apologized, the mod unbanned them with an explanation
and maintained the “violator” in the community.
temperament they have.” According to P19, checking previous messages was a way
to understand the “temperament” of potential violators.
In some cases, though the users seemed to perform well, they might break the
rules later. Several mods reported that if they saw single-letter expressions, which
were indicators of potential spam and personal attack, they started to check the recent
chat history. P15 (M, 31) said that violators used one-word messages to spell out
something inappropriate, and they watched out for this type of message regularly.
In rare cases, mods would like to sanction first if they lack context. P14 (F, 28)
explained her moderation preference (sanctioning first, then revoking if the violator
explained) and shared with us a video clip of a Whisper conversation with the violator
(see Figure 6.3). She revoked the sanction after the violator sent a private message to
explain the situation and apologized. She kindly reminded the violator to be careful
and explained that the violator had only four messages in the chat history.
Behavioral Pattern via Chat History

Mods used chat history to identify the

behavioral pattern of violators. P17 (M, 21) described his identification of a recurring
troll: “If they keep saying the same shit over and over again, like someone asks a
question, right? I answered, and they ask again. That happens too many times, and
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then I click on his name, and I checked: ‘Wait, is he like spamming the question or
not?”’ In Figure 6.1b, P17 (M, 21) checked a user chat history after the user typed
“crybaby” and explained, “I see something in chat, and I’m like, okay, is this guy
toxic like usual? Is he usually toxic? Is it like a one-time occurrence, right? So I’m
looking [at] his chat log to see.” P17 found that there were only five previous messages
and that this was a one-time occurrence, so he decided to let it go. The behavioral
pattern not only showed what has happened but also predicted what could happen
(P13, M, 29).
Moderation History

Moderation history included the messages being banned and

timed out. Some messages were under the same moderation action, and some were
even the same. These messages were repeated offenses instead of generally repeated
behaviors. P12 (M, 21) described how he checked the repeated offensive messages
in moderation history as references: “I see if they’ve been banned before because
if they’re a repeat offender, I don’t even think about it. They’re just going to get
banned again. Things like, have they sent where they banned for the exact same
message before? Where they timed out for the exact same message before in a different
stream? That sort of thing.” According to P12, mods checked “the exact same”
offensive behaviors through the moderation history. The same messages guided them
to sanction the violators. Interestingly, mods indicated that they also referred to
evidence from different streaming channels.
Generally, among the three types of evidence, action evidence works as a trigger,
ownership evidence as a start, and sequential evidence as a supplement. After seeing
a negative message (action evidence), instead of commonly filtering and blocking as
moderation strategies, mods first use visual cues such as username and badges to
form an impression quickly (ownership evidence), then checking account information
to make sure whether this is a first-time violator (ownership and sequential evidence).
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If they lack the context, most of them would like to give users another chance and track
with close attention (sequential evidence), waiting for more evidence to understand
the context and intent.

6.4.2

Evidence Collection

To answer the second research question: how mods collect these types of evidence,
we found that mods collected these types of evidence in five different ways,
including documenting, co-experiencing with viewers as inference, collaborating with
moderation teams (across channels), gaining knowledge from users by staying in the
community for a long time, and relying on moderation tools.
Documenting A few mods stated that they shared a spreadsheet containing
violators’ information with notes in the moderation team. They also did cross-channel
documenting, which meant several channels individually documented the violators
and shared with others. Documenting was a way to mainly collect ownership evidence.
P15 (M, 31) described how the information collected on a Google document helped
him gain context of the violation: “We have a shared Google document. It has a list
of not finding the word, but people that have caused problems in the past for timeout
or ban or whatever. If I lack context in a situation in that community, then I can
go to that spreadsheet. I can search for that person’s name, and I can see if they’ve
been a problem in the past or if this is their first infraction.” Furthermore, P15 stated
that they also shared the document across different moderation teams so that other
channels could pay close attention to these violators: “We have a sheet that is just for
known troublemakers, so moderation teams from other streams will see. These are the
people that we had issues with. Here are their usernames so that you can be aware,
and then somebody comes in, and they start saying something that they might seem to
be innocent at first, but we know based on the information from another moderation
team that this is someone who has been a problem in the past, so we can watch out
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for them if they start to go down a path of being a troll or whatever.” According to
P15, mods applied external platforms that were not initially designed for moderation
to collaboratively moderate, either within the channel or across different channels.
Co-experiencing with Viewers as Inference

Some mods reported that they

were viewers and watched other channels that streamed similar content to their
moderated channel. Similar streaming content attracted similar types of viewers.
Thus, they knew the background and actions of violators in other channels. When
these violators came into their channels, they recognized them. For example, P7
(M, 18) stated, “There’re also people from other streams that come in, I know from
their stream, their respective place.” P13 (M, 29) described how he recognized viewers
from other streams through ownership evidence: “Some people have some pretty weird
names, right? You can kind of see. When you see the kind of stuff that you don’t
really think is right, you kind of subconsciously remember it a little more.”
Collaborating with Moderation Teams (Across Channels)

Many mods also

reported that they collaborated with other mods in either the team of the channel
or teams across channels in mainly three ways (asking other mods’ opinions within
the channel, cross-channel log check, and multiple channel moderation ).

The

nuanced difference between cross-channel log check and cross-channel documenting
was that log check included all chat history while documenting only included violation
behaviors. The difference between co-experiencing with viewers as inference and
multiple channel moderation was that mods were viewers in other channels in the
former situation and were moderators in other channels in the latter situation.
Some mods asked other mods’ opinions, like sending a “screenshot of the message
or log” (P18, F, 20) to others when they lacked background information of a particular
viewer, in line with prior work that mods had group discussion during the moderation
process [133]. A few mods stated that they had a collaboration with other streamers
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and could conduct cross-channel log check through third-party platforms. P14 (F,
28) described how her team applied a third-party platform called Overrustlelog 5 , a
public chat log website for Twitch channels, to collaborate with other streams: “I
know all of our mods, we do this like, for example, a lot of people don’t like XXX.
She’s another streamer, and we’ve had to ban a few of our people that went over to
her chat to be toxic. We know this because we saw in her Overrustlelog, so it wasn’t
just hearsay ... We’ve had to cross ban people that got from our community had gone
over to her chat to be douchebags, and so we’ll ban them in our chat.” According
to P14, mods sometimes moderate not only violators within their channels but also
users who were considered violators in other channels though they did not break the
rule in their channels.
A few mods also noted that they moderated across different channels sharing
similar viewers, and the viewers’ behaviors in other channels could be indicators of
their decisions of the current channel. P10 (M, 18) shared his experience moderating
two streams with the same content: “When both streamers are live, or when they were
streaming together, like playing this together, you would have viewers in one chat that
are toxic in one chat that would obviously be toxic in the other. Since I’m a moderator
for both, it’s kinda clear. I remember viewers from one chat that break the rules a
lot.” Some violators kept the same username across different channels; mods easily
remembered their names. P8 (F, 18) stated: “A lot of the time people that are there to
cause problems, they don’t change accounts. They just keep the same name, so what
you find in maybe one person’s stream, you might ban them, and then you might see
their name a few hours later, and you’ll go, I remember that name.” Both P10 and
P8 in common described they remembered violators’ names in a short time, either at
the same time or “a few hours later.” Team collaboration mainly relied on usernames
as references and violation history to gain context. Mods also expressed the challenge
5 https://overrustlelogs.net/.
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of identifying violators if they completely changed their usernames across different
channels.
Gaining Knowledge from Users by Staying in the Community for a Long
Time Some mods stated that they had been in similar communities for a long time
and recognized viewers through frequent seeing. P15 (M, 31) said, “I’ve been in this
channel for seven years at this point. You spent time in channels over time, you
learn the regulars, you get to know them, and you recognize them.” Similarly, P6 (F,
34) said some users actively appeared in Twitch chat and Discord channel to interact
with others, and mods “kind of know how long they’ve been around.” Combining the
frequent seeing of usernames with other evidence helped mods figure out the intent
of users. P16 (M, 24) explained, “So they’ve subscribed to XXX, I think that’s a five
or six-year badge, so that’s a lot of money to give to XXX. I’ve seen their names a
lot. I can tell that they like XXX, So if that person types the same message, I fucking
hate you, and I’m going to probably understand it as ‘oh he’s jokingly hating the
person.”’ According to P16, mods combined account status, badges, and frequently
seeing users to interpret users’ behaviors, finding out that this user was “jokingly
hating the person.”
Relying on Moderation Tools

Most mods applied various bots in addition to

the AutoMod offered by Twitch to facilitate the moderation process. Many mods
applied third-party tools, such as Better Twitch TV and FrankerFaceZ, to customize
moderation action, similar to prior work [15]. As shown in Figure 6.2, there was a list
of customized buttons in front of the username. At the same time, tools allowed mods
to collect various types of evidence such as account age, channel status, and message
history in the channel. For example, P5( F, 27) sometimes “go through and check
their profile” to determine throwaway accounts with the assistance of moderation
tools. They mainly collected ownership evidence and sequential evidence, Figure 6.1b
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showed a typical interface of Twitch AutoMod. This account was created in 2018,
indicating that it was an old account. It followed this channel in 2020, several months
ago. Bans and timeouts were “0,” indicating it might be a good user. Moderation
tools provided the necessary information to help mods form the first impression on
users quickly.

6.4.3

Types of Violators

To answer the third research question, ‘What are the types of violators that mods
perceive?’ we identified five types of violators. Moreover, “racist” and “sexist” were
commonly mentioned by mods with a consistent attitude toward sanctions. They are
easily recognized via action evidence and sequential evidence, with the assistance of
ownership evidence. Mods would ban them without further consideration. We present
the other five types of violators reflecting mods’ complex attitude and decision-making
process.
Violators Performing Malicious Mischief Criminal mischief, also called malicious
mischief, refers to behaviors intentionally damaging another person’s property in
criminal justice. Several mods reported a type of violator who randomly came into a
channel to cause trouble and intended to disrupt the community. For example, P15
(M, 31) said, “You have people who come in ,and they just want to be malicious. They
come in specifically to be disruptive. They come in specifically to cause an issue, to
force the mod team to do something.” Similarly, P6 (F, 34) expressed that this type
of violator wanted to see the anger from the streamer: “I think they just want to get a
rise out of the streamer. They want the streamer to kind of fightback there.” This type
of violator took advantage of the anonymity and pseudonymity of the Internet and
obtained excitement from the mischief. P13 (M, 29) said, “Maybe they just appreciate
the anonymity or that, and they’re just like, ‘hey, we can haha, we can get a rise out
of people if we do this.”’
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Attention and Reaction Seekers Many mods mentioned that a type of violator
was the attention and reaction seeker. Unlike violators performing malicious mischief,
these attention and reaction seekers did not initially try to cause trouble. They
competed for recognition mainly through sarcasm and troll and for popularity through
self-promotion.
Attention Seekers Needing Recognition

Some violators wanted to “get recog-

nition from a streamer” (P6, F, 34). “They’re trying to get people to notice them,
to validate them and their actions, so it’s not always because they disliked the stream
or they disliked the viewers. It’s because they need to be seen and recognized, and
they have the need to be validated,” said P15 (M, 31). These violators broke the
rules because they had the desire to be recognized by others. Once their needs
were recognized and fully fulfilled, violators might “turn to normal people” (P19, M,
26). However, the overwhelming messages made the streamer not recognize them.
P4 (M, 18) explained that “everybody wants attention” and said, “Because they like
watching the streamer, so they want attention from the streamer, reading the question,
answering it or saying hello to them. It’s a personal connection through the screen.” In
P4’s sense, attention for recognition was considered a strong personal connection with
the streamer. Massive viewers wanted to be recognized by the streamer, thus forming
completion. In order to stand out, some violators attempted to be sarcastic or make
trolls. P3 (M, 23) suggested that some sarcastic jokes were in the “grey area.” Thus,
mods needed to put it into the context of the conversation to interpret its meaning.
For example, P19 (M, 26) told us that they could usually differentiate whether it
was a sarcastic or toxic comment: “We can usually tell because there’d be other
types of comments in there. There’ll be conversational comments with other chatters.
There’ll be other statements about stream... Those would normally be considered a
toxic comment, then put into context of what they love, what other things they said,
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and you realize it’s potentially not toxic. It’s potentially just sarcasm.” According to
P19, mods mentally categorized comments into different types and applied the chat
history as a context to interpret the underlying meaning of the messages. Mods relied
mostly on sequential evidence to make the judgment. In extreme cases, some violators
experienced mental health issues in offline life and started the “psychological cry for
help” (P15, M, 31) online. P16 (M, 24) explained that he believed the violators were
not negative offline, and most violators did not have an outlet to let all anger and
depression out in real life, so they came to online communities.
Attention Seekers Seeking Popularity Another type of attention seeker was
violators who wanted to gain popularity by promoting themselves in other streams.
P4 (M, 18) described that some streamers (competitors) in small channels went to the
big channels to post advertisements and “make as much noise as they can”. Gaining
popularity was the main reason, and “attention, popularity, intention kind of go hand
in hand.” P4 added, “They can make a disturbance and say, you know, go follow
me on this, on their social media sites, or they’ll shout themselves out in front of
thousands of people in chat. That’s obviously not acceptable.” Similarly, P6 (F, 34)
noted, “You have the kind of attention seekers who will hop in and be like, ‘hey,
look at me. I’m a streamer to those.’ We don’t like those. I don’t want other people
advertising, so we get rid of them.” P4 and P6 indicated this type of attention seeker
were not “acceptable” and would like to “get rid of them.”
Immature Juvenile Four mods mentioned juvenile as a type of violator and
usually treated it differently. P8 (F, 18) explained that she moderated in years and
could “pick up on the pattern” to identify juvenile violators through messages and
tones they used: “He tends to talk in caps with very bad grammar and you can kind of
look at that and go, ‘Oh, that is more than likely a little kid rather than a problem.’ He
also thinks like the most random things are funny ... You can tell that they think it’s
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really funny, and that tends to be more of childish humor. It doesn’t mean everyone
with that humor is a child, but it leans more toward being a child.” According to
P8, juveniles preferred using capital letters with bad grammar. The language pattern
also indicated that juveniles and adults had different senses of humor. P15 (M, 31)
supported P8’s explanation: “They’ll use the letter U instead of the word YOU, they’ll
use the letters UR instead of YOUR, and they’ll do a lot of things like that to make
it abbreviated, to use what people called ‘tech speak.”’
After mods identified the pattern of juveniles, they preferred communication
to sanctioning. P8 said, “We try to talk to them more than actually take action
against them because we’re trying to help them understand why what they’re doing
isn’t proper.” P15 further shared an example: “He went straight to saying very
inappropriate things about the streamer and [the streamer] talked to him, asked him
what was going on, and I ended up stepping in and talking to him, asked him if he
needed to talk, ended up talking to the kid for a couple of hours that night and come to
find out his parents were going through a divorce, and his dad had abused his mother
that day and then left the house, so he was upset. He didn’t know how to properly vent
his feelings, and his way was to go onto Twitch and try and be a troll. So ended up
talking to him for a few hours, and then he became an active member of the community
for a couple of years after that.” According to P15, consistently, mods reported that
some violators experienced mental health issues and used online communities to vent
emotions they suffered from offline life. Mods tended to have a strong tolerance for
juveniles’ violations and would like to help. In this sample, communication helped
the juvenile and transferred the violator to an active community member.
Repeated Offenders with Contributive Participation Mods stated that some
violators were toxic regulars but also active community members. These violators
kept breaking the rules, accepting punishments, still staying in and contributing to the
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community, and breaking the rules later. These violators were “stubborn” and “unable
to adapt or change” (P12, M, 21) but valuable community members. P16 (M, 24)
said, “The part that makes me like them is that they do actually interact with the chat
room. It’s like they talk to each other. They talk to the streamer. Occasionally with
frequency, they will break the rules. It’s like a very nice criminal that you consistently
arrest, but they’re always respectful to you. They’re respectful to the content of the
streamer. They’re respectful to the streamer. They’re respectful to everybody else
in the chat room, but they just have this habit of getting in trouble.” According to
P16, some violators having the “habit of getting in trouble” are active community
members and “respectful” to the community. These violators are considered “nice
criminals” because they accepted the mistakes they made and the sanctions that
they were given with no intention to leave the community. Some mods had mixed
feelings and concerns about the punishment for this type of violator. Generally, they
sanctioned them differently, considering their contributions. P9 (M, 19) shared his
experience moderating “active” but also “toxic” viewers: “So it’s very diﬀicult to
decide how we’re going to deal with them because they’re still a very active part of the
community. They’re contributing a lot to the community. It’s just like, occasionally
they make mistakes that are against the rules, but we punish them differently because
they’re adding a lot to the community and they’re like helping. So it kind of gets
hard to figure out what sort of punishment we’re going to give them.” According
to P9, mods sanctioned the repeated offender and repeated offenders with active
participation differently and experienced diﬀiculty in deciding the sanction level to
this type of violator.
Aggressive and Hostile Attackers Another type of violator was viewers who
were aggressive and hostile. This type of violator could be easily triggered to start
harassing or attacking others. P12 (M, 21) said, “We have viewers who come in,
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and they do stuff they’re not supposed to do, and then they get timed out for it, not
necessarily banned, but then they get aggressive. So they’ll either in my whispers,
‘why’d you time me out? You’re a piece of shit. Like kill yourself’... or after the 10
minutes they’ll come back and chat, ‘Wow, your mods are absolutely trash, blah, blah,
blah, like fuck you.”’ In this case, the violator was not satisfied with the moderation
and started the aggressive behaviors through either Whisper or the public chat to
attack the mod. Some violators who got banned in Twitch communities targeted
other relevant communities to continue the attack. P14 (F, 28) shared an example of
a violator posting on the subreddit of the Twitch channel to accuse that mods abused
the power of banning people, and then the Twitch mods and the violator started the
argument on Reddit. In other cases, if mods understood violators’ personalities and
knew their intent, they might allow it. P6 (F, 34) said, “I know we’ve had one person
that’s been a regular, and she’ll often do the backhanded threat of ‘I will cut you’. We
know she’s not going to, but it’s more of that feisty spirit more than anything. So it’s
like, yeah, we know she’s not really going to attack this person.” According to P6,
though this violator threatened other viewers, the moderator knew this violator and
considered the violation behavior not serious enough to warrant punishment, whereas
someone else who said the same thing might have been subject to a different type of
sanction.

6.5

Discussion

We use criminal profiling as a lens to guide us to understand the mental model of mods
who have a non-expert profiling background when they deal with potential violators.
Mods work as both evidence collectors and profilers in the moderation process. We
find that mods mainly collect three types of evidence in five different ways. The five
methods of collecting evidence mainly rely on individual experience and collaborative
work with limited technical support from the platform, mostly collecting ownership
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evidence and sequential evidence. After the evidence collection, mods unconsciously
fit violators into mainly five types and apply different moderation strategies.
We clarify that the mental model in this work consists of two parts: the first
is about collecting and using different evidence; the second is about the types of
violators requiring different moderation strategies. The pattern of evidence types
and collection might generalize to other online communities that aim to thrive via
extensive effort in the moderation process. The different affordances of platforms
might cause the process to be a little different.

For example, on asynchronous

platforms such as Twitter and Reddit, users’ activities such as posts and replies are
saved under a user’s profile, making the evidence collection process comparably easy.
Content removal and banning users are easy and sometimes can effectively decrease
toxicity from existent users but force other users to migrate to other platforms [25].
The types of violators identified in this work show the complexity of users’ behaviors.
These types provide community administrators an alternative to consider punishment
if they aim to maintain community members. Meanwhile, commercial moderation
teams who work for social media and news sites might integrate the mental model
into the moderation process and use it to restrain severe sanctions for first-time
offenders.

6.5.1

Platform Design and Affordance Make Profiling Go Beyond the
User’s Profile

A user’s profile often contains registration information and account activities. Prior
work has explored how users on social media sites curate self-presentation to maintain
social relationships with other users through different profile elements, such as a
profile image [162, 163], the about me and interest [69, 99], and the location field
[72, 153]. Account activities under a user’s profile provide cues to understand the
user. For example, peers in the open-source community form impressions about other
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users’ expertise based on the history of activity across projects and the successful
collaboration with key high-status projects [108].
In live streaming communities, we find that many mods frequently mention they
check the account status and channel status because of the limited information on a
user’s profile. The interface of a user’s homepage is initially designed for those who
will be streamers. We speculate that the design discourages viewers from filling in
the relevant information. In addition, different from posts and feeds on social media
sites like Facebook and Twitter, activities such as message histories and replies are
not stored under the user’s profile from the user’s end because of the synchronicity
and ephemerality of the “live” affordance. In other words, after the streamer closes
the stream or the user leaves the channel, the user cannot store or see the message
history in the channel anymore. Once the users leave and come back, the message
history is erased and displayed from the time point the user gets in. In addition,
mods have to apply tools to log chat histories of a user only in the specific microcommunity/channel. Mods in the current micro-community cannot see the message
history and violation in other ones. Mods also do not have access to log data of other
micro-communities. The limited information on a user’s profile and the challenges of
acquiring other information compel mods to seek other methods to collect evidence
beyond a user’s profile and across various micro-communities. Thus, understanding
evidence collection is essential to figure out the profiling.

6.5.2

Profiling as Part of the Moderation for Community Growth

Different from the goal of criminal profiling for crime capture [47], in online
communities that include thousands of micro-communities, the goal of violator
profiling is to avoid punishing users, even help users in some cases, to grow the
micro-communities. In our observation, mods rarely directly ban users only based on
the content. Even when they do so, they can easily revoke after users express remorse
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and apology. On Twitch, mods frequently play roles to facilitate the community, such
as facilitator, mediator, and adult in the room [129]. Overall, mods are willing to go
the extra mile to retain community members.
Fairness and Justice

In criminal justice systems, retributive justice suggests

sanctioning violators with proportional punishment for their violations [21] and
is predominantly applied on commercial platforms.

Most volunteer mods in

user-governed micro-communities show a preference for restorative justice, involving
the repair of justice by bringing stakeholders such as violators, victims, and mediators
together to acknowledge and remediate harm [155]. Prior work shows that retributive
justice is not the most effective measure to promote reconciliation, and restorative
justice can potentially complement it to initiate and boost reconciliation [32, 10].
Mods in live streaming communities often work as facilitators to mediate the conflict
in the chat, such as asking users to change or stop a particular behavior and helping
users with trouble in offline life. Profiling as part of the moderation process in live
streaming communities shows an example of the application of restorative justice to
users, supplementing recent work appealing a restorative justice to support targets of
harassment online [127].
The complex behaviors for each type of violator indicate the same standards
of punishment to these violators are considered unfair and unjust. The one-fit-all
approach will fail and drift away from these potentially valuable users [127]. After
profiling, mods identify the types of violators who need help or unintentionally break
the rules. Mods choose to communicate with and take care of them instead of outright
punishing them. The caretaking and restorative approach make these one-time or
one-day violators become loyal community members later. Accordingly, sanction
after profiling could potentially increase the perceived fairness and justice in these
spaces.
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Bad Act and Bad Actors Profiling allows mods to ascertain the user as a bad
actor not only based on the bad act at the scene. Our work supplements prior
work arguing that moderation should consider the context [22] and reveals some
more sophisticated scenarios.

Mods consider not only the content and context

but also the violator’s intent and characteristics, sometimes their experience, into
moderation.

Many mods describe they apply the other channel violation as a

reference of moderation action in the current channel; in rare cases, mods rely on
what happened in other channels as a way to understand a user’s personality, not a
reference of sanction.
Automated moderation systems heavily rely on the content and consider the
bad act as a violation and sanction bad actors. Our results show that though mods
recognize the “bad” actors, it is diﬀicult for them to assign the punishment in some
situations. For example, mods express that they weigh the violators’ contribution
and tend to have more tolerance to repeated offenders with contributive participation.
Notably, many mods consistently express emotional and social support to immature
juveniles and would like to talk with and educate them. They also sanction similar
behaviors differently for other types of violators. For example, knowing the aggressive
and hostile attackers’ personalities and intent is critical for mods to decide approval
or ban; attention seekers seeking popularity are directly banned, but those needing
recognition depend. Profiling in the moderation process attempts to decrease the bias
and discrimination created by the automated moderation system [62, 11] and allows
mods to distinguish the bad actors from the “bad” act.

6.5.3

Implications and Recommendations

We propose designs to facilitate collaborative and individual violator profiling and
to integrate violator profiling into the moderation system that combined automated
and human processes.
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Build a Mechanism for Collaborative Profiling

Mods are collaboratively

getting rid of violators, collecting violators’ information across different microcommunities via external tools or platforms not essentially designed for profiling.
According to the oﬀicial website of OverRustleLogs, it was shut down in May 2020
at the request of the Twitch Legal team because of privacy concerns. However, the
internal tools only work for a specific channel. We suggest the platform develop a
mechanism that allows all mods at the micro-community level to list violators and to
share the information with other mods at the community level. The pseudonymity
of Twitch helps reveal more information of violation while keeping violators’ real
identities safe.
Cross-channel collaborative moderation also indicates the possibility of crossplatform moderation, Tech giants (Facebook, Microsoft, Twitter, and YouTube)
together established the “Global Internet Forum to Counter Terrorism” in 2017 to
coordinate content removal about “violent terrorist imagery and propaganda” [66].
However, there is little or no collaboration about dealing with daily online harassment.
We propose a mediated system that allows different online communities to document
and share violators’ information to the commercial moderation teams or volunteer
moderation teams. Though commercial moderation teams work behind the scene
and are managed by the platform [124], which can protect the violators’ information
privacy while allowing mods to deal with the violation, we don’t know how to keep the
boundary between privacy and profiling in the volunteer moderation teams, requiring
further investigation.
Facilitate Individual Mod to Profile Violators Some recommendations to
facilitate individual profiling should be highlighted to supplement collaborative
profiling. First, we suggest a mechanism allowing mods to label and tag violators
manually.

Recent work has developed prototypes to use algorithms to analyze
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the message history to automatically label users [78] and summarize messages as
key points [161]. Our findings reveal the complexity of violators’ characteristics.
Thus, we suggest integrating a mechanism (either developed by Twitch or third
parties) containing a database with pre-defined personality traits and violator types
in criminology and psychology. These labels might help mods scrutinize factors that
are not achievable by algorithms and allow them manually tag violators.
Second, we suggest a feature allowing mods to trace username change. Mods
explain that sometimes they can remember the usernames or recognize the users,
but the vague memory and change of usernames increase recognition diﬀiculty. The
process is primarily supported by social, not computational practice, making the
recognition very random. The current AutoMod allows mods to log the message
history of users. The pseudonymity of online communities encourages self-disclosure
and free speech [150] but also increases the profiling challenge. We suggest developing
a feature in the moderation tool that can trace the username change history across
different micro-communities. These designs align with the current Twitch moderation
mechanism, which is only visible to the streamer and mods to facilitate the moderation
process.
Resource for Training and Educating Mods

Prior work shows professional

profilers can produce a more accurate prediction of an unknown offender, comparing
to other groups [96]. We find that mods, as non-experts in profiling, own much power
to sanction violators, and the process sometimes is pretty subjective, varying from
person to person. Platforms might offer resources for training and educating mods to
avoid false profiling, such as making online video tutorials to explain the importance
of profiling and integrating the components into the moderation guideline to show
mods how to profile step-by-step.
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6.5.4

Limitation and Future Work

This work suffers several limitations. First, the data collection is from a single
platform — Twitch, which is different from other asynchronous communities. Future
work should do cross-platform research to validate the findings.

Second, our

participants were mainly in Europe and North America, but live streaming service is
also booming in Asia [106]. Future work can apply our findings in a cross-cultural
context. Third, our participants are mods who are willing to share the video and
content; thus, we may have recruited mods who are more inclined toward restorative
justice. We do not know the justice preference of the mods who are unwilling to share
content. Moreover, whether the recording task affects mods behaviors needs further
investigation. Fourth, though we show profiling violators as a phenomenon in live
streaming communities, we can not answer questions like how frequently mods use
profiling in the real-time context. Future research can apply quantitative methods
with log data to explore this question. Additionally, streamers’ characteristics (e.g.,
gender, age, preference) and the channel characteristics (e.g., content categories,
community size, clarity of rules) might also have significant effects on how and
when mods will choose to use profiling during the moderation process.

Future

work can incorporate these characteristics into algorithmic models to investigate
their relationships. Last, we don’t know if the profiles that moderators create are
accurate representations of the violators, as we only focused on moderators’ thought
and behavioral processes in constructing these profiles. Future research may want to
see if these profiles are accurate assessments.

6.6 Conclusion
In this work, we aimed to understand how volunteer mods on Twitch create profiles
of violators before they decide on what action they will take with the violator. We
found that profiling improved mods’ understanding of violators, and they engaged in
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complex practices of evidence collection and documentation to create these profiles.
These practices happened not just within one community but across different Twitch
communities as well as on different platforms.
Generally, instead of sanctioning violators, mods preferred to go the extra
mile to integrate the violators into the communities. Though they had to sanction
some violators, the profiling led to different sanction decisions. We also found that
mods across different micro-communities collaboratively worked on violator profiling
because of the limited information in the user’s profile and limited technical support
from the platform.
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CHAPTER 7
CONFLICT WITH MANAGEMENT IN THE MODERATION TEAM
IN LIVE STREAMING COMMUNITIES

7.1 Introduction
Norms and rules play critical roles in regulating human behaviors in many online
communities [22]. Different platforms might apply different moderation philosophies
to enforce rules and norms. For example, social media giants like Facebook and
Twitter may apply commercial moderation, hiring contractors to moderate with
formal guidelines and instructions [59, 124]; other platforms like Discord and Reddit,
containing many different micro communities apply community moderation, relying
upon the micro communities to select their community members as volunteer
moderators (mods) to govern their users [133].
For platforms applying community moderation, communities often develop
their own rules through discussions among volunteer mods and community members
[100, 110]. As guardians to manage and grow the communities, volunteer mods have
received much research attention (e.g., [59, 124]). However, they also experience
conflict in the rule development process regarding what is acceptable and how to
punish violators. High levels of conflicts or specific types of conflicts can threaten
the speed of decision-making, hinder implementation [82], and even threaten the
continuity of communities [118]. Though leaving one community and creating another
one is the straightforward way to handle conflict in the moderation team (e.g.,
Reddit mods leaving a subreddit to create a new subreddit [44]), are there other
ways to handle conflict in the moderation team? Moreover, are there any other
types of conflict?

How are the conflict and management styles associated with

mods’ commitment to the community? Despite that conflict management has been
well-established in face-to-face communication (e.g., [41, 122, 147]), and to some
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extent, in online collaboration systems such as Wikipedia [93, 94], GitHub [77],
and other open-source software development communities [50, 151], it has been
under-explored in community moderation teams.
In live streaming communities, the moderation team is formed and led by the
streamer, consisting of both the streamer and volunteer mods. Mods are usually
motivated by helping the streamer or the community in general to have a good
experience [157]. Streamers can easily appoint other users as mods with permission or
revoke mods’ status. Even though prior work in HCI and CSCW has documented the
application of live streaming in diverse domains from the streamer-viewer relationship
perspective (e.g., [68, 105, 20]), the streamer-moderator relationship has received
relatively less scholarly attention. On live streaming platforms, the micro community
(called “channel” on Twitch) is streamer-centric; different streamers employ different
rules to meet their expectation. However, many channels don’t have clear rules or
even have no rule at all [14]. Lack of clear guidelines often leads them to disagree
about what is acceptable and what decision they should make.
This research focuses on community moderation on live streaming platforms and
explores the triangle relationships among conflict types in the moderation team, mods’
conflict management styles, and mods’ commitments to the streamer. We contribute
to understanding mods’ conflict management during the moderation process in usergoverned online communities and providing insights to micro community leaders and
mods who seek to handle conflicts effectively to grow the micro community.

7.2 Related Work
We first review and summarize the types of conflict.

Then, we discuss online

community commitment and develop hypotheses among conflicts and commitments.
Next, we introduce conflict management styles and develop our research questions
exploring their relationships with different conflicts and commitments.
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7.2.1

Organizational Conflict and Conflict in Online Communities

Conflict is “an interactive process manifested in incompatibility, disagreement, or
dissonance within or between social entities” [122]. In this study, we focus on the
intragroup conflicts within the micro community of live streaming — the moderation
team of each channel. Early organizational research generally divides conflicts into
two types: task conflict (disagreement relating to task issues) and relationship conflict
(incompatibility relating to emotional or interpersonal issues) [65, 80, 2]. Later
evidence has suggested another type of conflict — process conflict. Process conflict
happens when group members disagree about the logistics of the task, such as the
delegation of tasks and responsibilities [82, 81]. Normative conflict is defined as
a perceived discrepancy between the current norms of a group and an alternative
standard for behavior and often arises from inconsistencies between aspects of identity
[120]. Normal conflict is associated with organizational rules and identification [36]
and online community rules and norms, such as policies, governance structures, and
ideology [50].
Some research has explored the source of online conflicts and different types
of conflicts in task-oriented online communities, highlighting the importance of
understanding conflicts and their impact on community development [76, 50]. For
example, in open source communities, task conflicts happened between professional
and voluntary programmers in that they had different viewpoints and backgrounds
of the projects and programming; affective conflicts happened in that people worked
globally with different cultures and languages [151]. Other work has examined the
common pattern of conflict from the ground and extended conflict types such as
procedural conflict (how to do the task) and normative conflict (what norms to follow
to do the task) and has explored how task, procedural, relational, normative conflicts
intertwined [50]. Inappropriate handling of these conflicts can cause poor group
outcomes such as poor performance, dissatisfaction, and member attrition [50, 112].
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These specific conflicts still fit into the four types. In this study, we apply the four
types of conflict to live streaming communities.

7.2.2

Online Community Commitment

While plenty of work has explored how different conflicts affect various group
outcomes such as productivity, effectiveness, satisfaction, and propensity to leave
(see meta-analysis by [40]), little work has systematically explored how these conflicts
affect community commitment as a type of group outcome (the feelings of attachment
to the goals and values of the community [34]).
There are three types of commitment in organization research, including
affective commitment (emotional attachment to the organization), continuance
commitment (awareness of the costs to leave the organization), and normative
commitment (feelings of obligation to remain with the organization) [1]. Though
commonly applied in the organizational context, commitment research originally
explores why volunteers’ dedication varies at nonprofit organizations [7], making it
a particularly appropriate theory base for understanding an individual’s voluntary
behavior in online communities [6]. In live streaming communities, mods are either
motivated by building a personal relationship with the streamer or by helping the
streamer to grow the community [157].

Thus, we adopt the three community

commitments into volunteer mods’ commitments to the streamer: affective commitment
to the streamer, continuance commitment to the streamer, and normative commitment
to the streamer.
Prior work suggests that relationship conflict in the group is positively
associated with an employee’s propensity to leave a job and satisfaction [112], and
affective commitment is positively associated with extrinsic and intrinsic satisfaction
[107]. The literature has consistently suggested that as the relationship conflict
increases, the affective commitment to the group decreases [135, 80]. Similarly, we
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assume that the perceived relationship conflict in the moderation team is negatively
associated with mods’ affective commitment to the moderation team (streamer and
other mods). However, we don’t consider the commitment to other mods in this study.
Accordingly, the following hypotheses exploring the relationship between conflicts and
commitments are developed:

• H1a: Perceived relationship conflict in the moderation team is negatively
associated with the mod’s affective commitment to the streamer.
• H1b: Perceived relationship conflict in the moderation team is negatively
associated with the mod’s continuance commitment to the streamer.
Task conflict can decrease group loyalty, workgroup commitment, intent to stay
in the present organization, and job satisfaction [83], and is detrimental to group
functioning when members conduct routine tasks [80]. Similarly, we assume that the
perceived task and process conflict in the moderation team is negatively associated
with the mod’s commitment to the streamer.

• H2a: Perceived task and process conflict in the moderation team is negatively
associated with the mod’s affective commitment to the streamer.
• H2b: Perceived task and process conflict in the moderation team is negatively
associated with the mod’s continuance commitment to the streamer.
In the organizational context, normative conflict with organizational rules
decreases employees’ affective and normative commitment to the organization
[36]. Prior work suggests that strongly identified members are likely to challenge
community norms when they experience conflict between norms and important
alternate standards for behavior, in particular when they perceive norms as being
harmful to the community [120]. As a user-governed online community, the streamer
and mods develop the rules with other community members’ feedback. If mods
perceive an inconsistency between what is expected and the community’s rules, they
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might show a sense of obligation to the streamer and provide suggestions to the
moderation team.

• H3: Perceived normative conflict in the moderation team is positively
associated with the mod’s normative commitment to the streamer.

7.2.3

Conflict Management in Online Communities

Conflicts can be both constructive and destructive [42] and need to be effectively
managed instead of completely resolved, suggesting that communities should keep
conflicts at a certain level to minimize the negative effects and enhance the positive
effects, like satisfying the needs and expectations of the stakeholders [122]. There
are five styles of handling interpersonal conflicts [121] with two dimensions [145] in
the organizational context: (a) integrating (high concern for self and the other);
(b) dominating (high concern for self and low concern for the other); (c) obliging (low
concern for self and high concern for the other); (d) avoiding (low concern on both
dimensions); and (e) compromising (middle on both dimensions).
Many scholars document the specific conflicts and management strategies in
online communities. For example, the styles to manage task and relationship conflicts
in open source development communities are using third-party intervention, coding
in modularity, paralleling software development lines, and leaving the communities
[151].

In virtual teams, members manage their conflict and negative emotion

using third-party mediation, apology, explanation, positive reinforcement, and
feedback-seeking behaviors [4].
in online communities.

Little work has directly applied the five styles

To our knowledge, Ishii’s work is the first to directly

apply these styles exploring online relationships [79].

Their work suggests that

different computer-mediated communication technology (e-mail, text messaging vs.
web camera) can influence users’ perception of management styles and encourages
exploration of a broader range of online communities. In line with their work, we
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directly apply Rahim’s five management styles into live streaming communities and
ask the following questions:

• RQ1a: How are perceived intragroup conflicts in the moderation team
associated with the individual conflict management styles?
• RQ1b: What are the specific incidents of conflict, and how do mods handle
them?
Online users apply cooperative management styles in their close relationships
and avoid assertive styles if they want to continue the relationship [79]. Though
relational explanation and encouragement cannot decrease the propensity to leave in
goal-oriented communities because they fail to offer the insight to solve the problem
and achieve the goal [77], it is still unclear in relationship-oriented communities how
different community commitments influence the management styles. In addition, past
research reported that text-based CMC diminishes status and power differences yet
increases equality between communicators [137], and individuals can be aggressive
toward one another [156]. Thus, anonymous users may take advantage of these
characteristics and manage conflicts differently with someone they have never met.
In live streaming communities, we asked the following research question:

• RQ2: How do moderators’ commitments to the streamer and moderation
experience influence conflict management styles?

7.3 Methods
This project was approved by the Institutional Review Board (IRB). We aimed
to understand the relationships of mods’ perceptions among conflicts, conflict
management styles, and commitments to the streamer. We designed a survey to
collect self-reported data from mods. At the beginning of the survey, we clarified that
we were looking for content moderators in live streaming communities and this study
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would help us understand the conflict issue between mods and streamers. Participants
had to consent to start the survey. The main survey includes three parts. The first
part consists of general questions about their moderation experience, such as “how
long have you been in the live streaming communities?” “How active do you moderate
the chat?” and “what content is the channel focused on?” At the near end of the first
part, we also had an open-ended question to ask mods to describe incidents of conflict
with the streamer and how they handle it. This question can potentially help us gain
context of conflict and conflict management. The second part includes the main
variables about measurements of conflict, conflict management, and commitment.
The third part includes demographic variables, such as age, race, gender, education,
and country. The complete survey was in the supplementary file.

7.3.1

Participant Recruitment

We used a recruitment platform called Prolific1 to collect the data. The platform
used its user pool and automatically matched and distributed the survey to potential
targets based on users’ self-reported information on its platform. About 500 people
participated. We carefully set the survey and filtering questions to ensure the quality
of the data. Specifically, we asked a multiple-choice question about their role in the
live streaming community (Streamer/Broadcaster, Viewer/Normal user, Moderator
(Mod), Other) at the beginning of the survey. Only participants who chose at least
the “Moderator (Mod)” option were qualified for the study. This survey took about
10-15 minutes to complete. All responses with completion times that were less than
5 minutes were discarded. We monitored the survey progress and reviewed each
participant’s completion in about a week. Each participant received the code to
redeem $2 after the completion. In the middle of the survey, we also intentionally
repeated a question as an attention-checking question. Participants should have the
1 https://prolific.co/.
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same answer to prove they read the questions carefully.

After we rejected and

discarded responses through the filter question, attention-checking question, and
completion time constraints, we finally had 240 qualified responses for analysis.

7.3.2

Participant Demographic

Among the 240 mods, 45.4% also identified them as viewer/normal users and 14.6%
as a streamer.

Participant’s gender was 77.1% male, 22.1% female, 0.4% trans

female, and 0.4% non-conforming. Participants were predominantly White (62.5%),
followed by Hispanic/Latino (31.3%), Asian (5.0%), and African-American (3.8%);
one participant preferred not to answer. Most participants had a bachelor’s degree
(29.6%), followed by graduated high school (27.1%), some college/no degree (26.3%),
advanced degree (8.3%), associated degree (7.5%), and less than high school (1.3%).
Most participants were young users: 18 to 24 years old (57.9%), 25 to 34 years old
(31.3%), 35 to 44 years old (8.3%), and 45 to 55 years old (2.5%).

7.3.3

Survey Measure

The following items were initially developed in the organizational context and adapted
to live streaming communities; some items that applied to the physical context were
removed.
Task, Relationship, Process, and Normative Conflict in the Moderation
Team We used Jehn’s [80] eight-item scales to measure task conflict (M= 2.24, SD=
.63, α= .75) and relationship conflict (M= 1.95, SD= .71, α= .85) in the moderation
team. We used Jehn and Mannix’s three-item [82] to measure the moderation process
conflict in the moderation team (M = 2.00, SD= .76, α= .79). Responses were made
on a 5‐point scale where 1= “Never” and 5= “Always”. We measured normative
conflict (M= 2.38, SD= .80, α= .85 ) using Dahling and Gutworth’s eight-item scales
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[36]. Responses were made on a 5‐point scale where 1= “Strongly Disagree” and 5=
“Strongly Agree.”
Conflict-management Styles We adapted from Rahim’s 28-item conflict-management
scales [121] to measure the five conflict-management styles (1= “Strongly Disagree”
to 5 = “Strongly Agree”): integrating (M= 4.07 , SD= .57, α= .84), avoiding (M=
3.31, SD= .83, α= .79), dominating (M= 2.99, SD= .80, α= .79), obliging (M= 3.79,
SD= .61, α= .85), compromising (M= 3.71, SD= .59, α= .70).
Commitment to the Streamer

We measured commitment using the scales

originally developed by Meyer and Allen [1] and adapted by Bateman et al. to
online communities (1= “Strongly Disagree” to 5= “Strongly Agree”) [6]. They
were continuance commitment to the streamer (CCtS) (M= 3.00, SD= .68 , α=
.60), normative commitment to the streamer (NCtS) (M= 3.34, SD= .81, α= .80),
affective commitment to the streamer (ACtS) (M= 3.89, SD= .71, α= .86).

7.3.4

Open-ended Question Analysis

The deductive content analysis aims to test previous theories, categories, and models
in a different situation [48]. We followed a deductive approach to have the four types
of conflict and five management styles as the structured categorization matrix. First,
two authors went through the responses to prepare to code and decided to treat
each response as a unit since most responses were short. Next, the leading author
imported all data into ATLAS.ti

2

to iteratively code all responses in approximate

three weeks with weekly calibration meetings with the second author to present quotes
and discuss the fit. For example, codes such as “streamer considers joke, but mods
consider offensive” and “streamer wants to ban someone not violating rules” formed
a subcategory called “ discrepancy about rules” under normative conflict. Some
2 https://atlasti.com/
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responses about simply helping streamers or blocking viewers were not considered
conflicts in the moderation team and were put aside. Some long quotes were coded
with both conflict and management styles. We reported data roughly following the
emphasis of the quote. If the description was detailed about conflict, we reported it
under the conflict category; if the description was detailed about management, we
reported it under management style.

7.4
7.4.1

Results

Descriptive Results

Most mods only moderated for one live streaming platform (77.5%), 20.0% did two to
three platforms, and only 2.5% did more than three platforms. On the main platform
they moderated, most of them moderated one channel (60.4%), and then 2-3 channels
(32.1%), 4-5 channels (4.2%), 6-7 channels (2.5%), more than 7 channels (0.8%). The
length being mods was in 1-2 years (40.4%), and then less than 1 year (33.8%), 2-3
years (12.1%), more than 4 years (7.9%), 3-4 years (5.8%). Regarding length staying
in live streaming communities in general (watching, streaming, or moderating). Most
mods used live streaming services for more than 4 years (31.3%), followed by 1-2 years
(21.7%), less than 1 year (17.5%), 2-3 years (17.1%), and 3-4 years (12.5%). Most
mods spent less than 12 hours in a week on moderation (50.4%), and then 12-24 hours
(32.5%), 24- 36 hours (11.3%), 36-48 hours (3.8%), more than 48 hours (2.1%). Most
mods were somewhat active to interact with viewers (54.2%), followed by very active
(27.1%), not very active (17.9%), never (.0.8%). Similarly, Most mods were somewhat
active to moderate the chat (48.3%), followed by very active (35.4%), not very active
(14.2%), never (2.1%). The streaming content that they mainly moderated for was
gaming (77.5%), followed by just chat (33.8%), art and music (14.2%), food and
eating (7.9%), outdoor activity (6.3%), shopping (2.5%), others (8.8%) such as 3D
modeling, technology, talk shows, education, sports and so forth.
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Table 7.1 H1,2,3: Correlations among Conflicts and Commitments to the Streamer
Variables
1. Task conflict (Team)

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1.00

2. Relationship conflict (Team) .73**

1.00

3. Process conflict (Team)

.67**

.65**

1.00

4. Normative conflict (Team)

.42**

.51**

.56**

1.00

5. ACtS

-.01

-.07

-.02

-.13*

1.00

6. CCtS

.02

.02

.07

.01

.29**

1.00

7. NCtS

.16*

.10

.14*

.15*

.44**

.11

1.00

Note: [*] p< .05; [**] p< .01; [***] p< .001; N = 240; ACtS = Affective Commitment
to the Streamer; CCtS = Continuance Commitment to the Streamer; NCtS = Normative
Commitment to the Streamer.

7.4.2

Hypotheses Test

A Pearson’s correlation analysis in Table 7.1 showed that relationship conflict in the
moderation team was not associated with the ACtS (r= -.07, p= .258), and CCtS
(r= .02, p= .743). Thus, H1a and H1b were not supported. Task conflict (r=
-.01, n= 240, p= .869) and process conflict (r= -.02, p= .789) in the moderation team
were not associated with ACtS. Thus, H2a was not supported. Task conflict (r=
.02, p= .706) and process conflict (r= .07, p= .259) in the moderation team were not
associated with CCtS. Thus, H2b was not supported. Normative conflict in the
moderation team was positively associated with NCtS (r= .15, p= .024). Thus, H3
was supported.
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Table 7.2 RQ1a: Correlations among Conflicts and Management Styles
Variables

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

1. Task conflict (Team)

1.00

2. Relationship conflict (Team)

.73**

1.00

3. Process conflict (Team)

.67**

.65**

1.00

4. Normative conflict (Team)

.42**

.51**

.56**

1.00

5. Integrating

-.08

-.15*

-.15*

-.24***

1.00

6. Avoiding

.07

.05

.20**

.18**

.04

1.00

.24***

.25***

.22**

.23***

-.04

.05

1.00

8. Obliging

-.14*

-.13*

-.04

-.08

.30**

.19**

.04

1.00

9. Compromising

-.01

-.02

.04

-.03

.42**

.17**

.09

.12

7. Dominating

9

1.00

Note: [*] p< .05; [**] p< .01; [***] p< .001; N = 240.

7.4.3

RQ1a: Relationship Between Conflict Types and Conflict Management
Styles

A Pearson’s correlation analysis in Table 7.2 showed that integrating was negatively
associated with relationship (r= -.15, p= .023), process (r= -.15, p= .021 ), and
normative conflict (r= -.24, p< .001) in the moderation team. Avoiding was positively
associated with process (r= .20, p= .002) and normative conflict (r= .18, p= .006)
in the moderation team. Dominating was positively associated with all four conflicts
(task, r= .24, p< .001; relationship, r= .25, p< .001; process, r= .22, p= .001;
normative, r= .23, p< .001) in the moderation team.

Obliging was negatively

associated with task (r= -.14, p= .032) and relationship (r= -.13, p= .045) conflict
in the moderation team. Compromising is not associated with any type of conflict.

7.4.4

RQ1b: Incidents of Conflict and Conflict Management Styles

Most mods (about 68%) clearly expressed certain levels of conflict with the streamer.
A group of mods expressed no specific conflict with the streamer or explained that
they punished viewers (30.8%). Some mods mentioned the conflict between streamers
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in different channels or helping streamers with technical issues (about 1%). These are
not considered intragroup conflicts between mods and streamers. We only reported
the conflict between mods and streamers. In the following section, each quote, either
short or long, represented one mod’s opinion.
Normative Conflict

Normative conflict in the channel can be separated into

two subcategories: streamer’s violation and discrepancy about rules (whether the
comments/post should be considered a violation).
Streamer Violation

Some streamers did “not fully understand the rules” or went

off-topic and started doing “something against terms of service.” Mods would remind
streamers to adhere to the rules and help them to avoid norm-violation against the
community guideline. Usually, streamers took their advice, and “they are good about
getting back on the topic.” One mod said that the streamer “unknowingly did not
follow up some rules regarding copyrighted content (mostly music tracks) but we got
hold of the situation promptly, and the problem got solved smoothly.” Similarly, the
streamer presented a bad act in the stream without notification. Mods sometimes
even “spam” and “annoy him ” to remind the streamer as a way to protect the
streamer and the community, like this mod said, “The streamer accidentally showed
a bad word that is bannable on stream and didn’t notice, so as the mods we had to
spam him and annoy him hard so he would take down the stream and delete the VOD.
In my opinion, the faster, the better, otherwise they’d get banned.”
Generally, when mods experienced normative conflict about the streamer’s
violation, they showed strong concerns to the streamer and would like to communicate
with the streamer to remedy the behaviors, a typical integrating style. In rare cases, if
the streamer insisted on not violating the rules or not listening to mod’s suggestions,
mods might quit and leave the community as an avoiding style. One mod said, “The
incident involved a streamer who kept making racist and offensive comments in a row.
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He later explained that it was a joke, but I was not okay with that, so I quit.” Quitting
moderation was an extreme case as a way to avoid conflict with the streamer.
Discrepancy About Rules The streamer and mods sometimes had a discrepant
view about whether the content is offensive or not, such as “difference in opinion
regarding potential spam message” and “discrepancies to what could and couldn’t
be said in the live chat.” Sometimes, the mod considered it was offensive, but the
streamer did not.
Most recently a conflict of opinions happened, and that is what happens
the most, even tho we mods work to keep things in order, the stream
owner has his own idea of how he wants things to be, what he tolerates,
and what he doesn’t. When we end up disagreeing there’s the problem,
this time was about what a user in chat wrote and was actually someone
he met playing a friend, so for me, it was offensive even if said in a jokingly
way, but for the streamer, it was okay because It was said as a joke plus
he was his friend. Basically, it got sorted out by talking and discussing.
According to this mod, the mod and the streamer finally reached an agreement
and “sorted out” the conflict after discussion, though we did not know whether it was
a punishment or permission. Sometimes, the streamer considered it was a violation,
but the mods did not think so. One mod said, “The streamer insists that I ban all
the viewers who spam, but I believe that sometimes this can attract even more viewers
and make the channel more alive. Of course, I don’t mean spamming inappropriate
things, but I mean spamming things related to the game the streamer plays.” The mod
considered that spamming related to the streaming topic attracted viewers while the
streamer did not allow any spam. Though mods provide suggestions and even argue
with the moderation team, the streamer listened but might “insist” their attitudes
toward the punishment.
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A user shared content in a specific channel, and the streamer (owner of
the channel) asked me to remove the content due to being in a ’wrong
channel’. I did not agree since what that user posted could be useful for
many people who used that channel and declined it. The way I handle it
was to give my opinion about the content but, either way, it was removed
by other moderators not long after.
The mod usually handled this type of normative conflict by giving opinions. If
the streamer accepted the advice after the discussion, it was an integrating style. If
the streamer or other mods insisted on their attitudes, the mod had to compromise
and accept the team’s decision, which was a compromising style.
Process Conflict

Some mods reported issues about communication, task assignment,

and responsibility. They explained issues, suggested alternatives, or apologized if
they made mistakes during the process. A few mods expressed the overload of the
work due to the lack of enough mods. One mod said, “They wanted me to be more
proactive with their viewers and answer to every comment, which isn’t possible taking
into consideration that there are a lot of comments per stream, so we came to an
agreement of what was expected of me during the streams.” Additionally, mods would
like to discuss with the streamer how to handle the process conflict like hiring more
mods to distribute tasks. Streamers considered these were good ideas and would
implement them: “I explained to the streamer that there are too few moderators for
such a large group of recipients. He claimed that everything was fine, but in the end,
he saw for himself that there were too few of us for such a large audience. I managed
to convince him to find someone to help. Now he says it was a very good idea.” In
these cases, mods handled conflicts by explaining what they did and suggesting what
the streamer could do to reduce workload, a typical integrating style.
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Sometimes, the task and responsibility were hard to meet the needs of both
parties. The streamer and mods had to make a compromise. For example, one
mod said, “One conflict that comes to mind is that there are times I’ve been busy
and was unable to moderate during the entire live stream, so the streamer had to
moderate the chat himself. I just apologized, the streamer understood, and I moderated
normally.” According to this mod, the streamer had high expectations beyond the
mod’s capability. The mod also admitted what he could do and apologized. The
streamer accepted the fact and let the mod keep doing what he could do.
A few mods had different opinions about the streamer’s performance and
preference during the streaming process and would like to suggest the streamer behave
in a certain way to facilitate community growth. One mod said, “The streamer wanted
to change the chat to subscriber-only mode, and I wanted to keep it public. I told him
that keeping the chat public would increase his viewers, and he kept the chat public.”
In this case, the streamer considered this good advice and took it. However, the
streamer can also ignore their suggestion and leave it in the air, like this mod:“We
did get into an argument once because I told him he should use a microphone and a
webcam so more people would join, and he didn’t want to. It wasn’t a heated argument,
so it kind of blew off on itself.”
When experiencing process conflict, the mods would like to discuss and
coordinate with the streamer no matter whether they finally reached an agreement,
an integrating style. Sometimes, they had to make a compromise to consider the
situation of both parties, a compromising style.
Relationship Conflict

It is related to emotional and personal battlement with

the streamer. Mods reported apparent relationship conflict with the streamer. The
tension was usually caused by mistakenly blocking streamers’ friends. For example,
“Streamer’s friend started to insult him for jokes. I banned him because it was against
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the rules; I didn’t know that was his friend, and streamer was angry on me.” Mods
were at risk of losing mod status if they had a relationship conflict with the streamer.
Sometimes, the streamer warned the mod to lose status, but the mod argued back:
“There was one person who broke like 5 rules so I timed out him for 10min, later on,
the streamer messaged me to unban him because he was his friend and I had a choice
to unban him or get kicked out of the mods team. I had an argument with him after
a stream, but everything was fine after all.”
Communication or personally and gently handling the emotional streamer
helped resolve the conflict. One mod said that he accidentally banned the streamer’s
close friends, making the streamer very angry and cancel his mod status, but a few
days later, the streamer gave the mod a status again. The mods did not argue the
issue with the streamer and fortunately got the status back. Alternatively, they
might also talk with the streamer: “The streamer started acting weird with me, he
removed my mod, but after we talked, I got my mod back. I guess he was in a bad
day.” If the discussion failed to reach an agreement, the mod might not “continue
the conversation,” like this mod said, “During the conversation about the election we
did not agree in the podium, there was an emotional discussion with the use of bad
words, to end it I just did not continue the conversation.” In this case, the mod tried
an integrating style first and used an avoiding style if the former one didn’t work.
Task Conflict

It is the disagreement about the moderation action. Many mods

reported the conflict regarding the punishment they should give to the violator. About
12 mods said that the streamer complained about “being too strict in banning users
for inappropriate comments” (e.g.,. “I was too strict with moderating the use of some
emoticons”, “I was too hard on the banishing of people”). Though the viewer violated
the rules, streamers were very “soft” to some matters, but mods considered severe
punishments.
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It happens more often than not that some viewers do not follow the rules
(no ads, no caps, no asking for subs...), and as a consequence got banned.
In those situations, we (= mods) just ban or timeout them for a while,
and sometimes the streamers consider that we have been too strict (even
though rules are rules and should be respected).
In the above case, both the streamer and mods mutually agreed that some viewers
violated the rules, but the streamer considered mods’ punishment such as ban and
timeout to be too strict.

Perhaps the streamer thought that frequent blocking

hindered the viewership and was harmful to the micro community. However, mods
might have different values.
As a rule, we don’t allow racial slurs in chat, in any context whatsoever.
There’s a lot of popular memes that involve the use of racial slurs and
they get posted in the chat by viewers. Recently the streamer has asked
me to ignore these racist memes, but I keep enforcing the rules, banning
potential newcomers/subs.

He thought this affected his subscription

income, but I don’t think we should allow this just because of the money.
This mod felt that the “racial slurs” should be banned while the streamer permitted
the violation with the concern of losing subscription income. The mod used the
authority to keep enforcing the rules and not taking the streamer’s advice to “ignore
these racist memes,” a dominating style.
Oppositely, the streamer sometimes required the mods to enforce the rules and
actively moderate the chat while the mods had different opinions about punishment.
One mod and the streamer showed different attitudes and punishments toward a
troll comment: “The streamer thought it was not OK while I thought it wasn’t even
worth it to give attention to a troll comment. I simply muted the viewer while the
streamer wanted to give him an opportunity to discuss.” According to this mod, the
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normative conflict (whether troll was a violation) caused a task conflict (whether it
should be blocked). Sometimes, the streamer might find the mod’s opinion valuable
after insisting on their opinions: “He told me that I was too permissive with the chat
and that then he could create a problem if his community got out of control... Later,
as soon as I acted more harshly, it fell apart as several users complained about it. In
the end, we solved it by talking, he defends more the attitude of his moderators since
then.” In this case, the mod followed the streamer’s suggestions and “acted more
harshly,” but caused complaints. The mod had more expertise and experience about
what was permissive or not and won the streamer’s attitude.
Task Conflict and Integrating Mods were highly active in engaging and
providing opinions to reach an agreement that satisfies both the streamer and them.
For task conflict, they would usually either talk to the streamer to reach an agreement
together or convince the streamer to allow or block viewers to support the micro
community.

One mod said, “We have had personal disputes over certain toxic

messages which we thought should have been banned or not. But nothing too heated,
we discussed it over DMs and came to a mutual agreement.”
Several mods convinced the streamer by explaining and showing concerns to the
streamer and the micro community. “The streamer wanted me to ban people he didn’t
like personally, but who didn’t break chat rules. I talked to him in private chat and
convinced him it wasn’t a good idea long term. We try to preach free speech.” This
mod and streamer agreed that this was not a violation, but the streamer personally
wanted to ban the viewer, the mods adhered to the rules and convinced the streamer
not to do so. Similarly, another mod said, “We had a discussion about if we needed
to block people that are always being mean to others, we talk a lot, and I convinced
him that the best thing for the rest of the community was to ban them.”
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Though sometimes the violator was the streamer’s friend, the mod would like
to argue with the streamer, showing concern for the rest of the community and
convincing the streamer to ask their friends to stop breaking the rules.
We got into a conflict because some of his friends were spamming the chat
(like in a joke or just messing around) and I wanted to ban them at least
for the rest of the stream because they were making the chat unbearable
for other users. The conflict was that he didn’t want to ban them because
he believed that was too much, but I tried to argue that they were affecting
other members in the chat that are more important because honestly his
friends were still going to continue be liking and commenting on posts
but other people could go. He told me he would talk with them, he did
and after a couple of minutes, the spamming stopped.
In this case, the mod didn’t ban the violator because the streamer “believed that was
too much,” but the streamer took the mod’s advice and asked the violator to stop
the violation in the chat.
Task Conflict and Obliging

About 13 mods explicitly reported that they “stopped

arguing and gave in” if they had a task conflict, such as reversing punishment and
following the order to punish someone, though they disagreed about the punishment.
For example, “I kicked a user out of chat that I felt violated the streamer’s rules but
they wanted them to stay. It’s their channel so I brought them back,” said one mod.
Sometimes, the streamer considered political and controversial themes violations and
asked mods to make severe punishments. One mod said, “He asked me to ban everyone
that remotely mentioned politics, I thought it was a bit harsh, but I still did it.” In this
case, though the mod felt that the punishment was harsh but still followed the order.
Conversely, the mod sometimes considered a harsh punishment but the streamer
didn’t feel so.
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I banned a user for saying something, which I deemed was offensive to
the streamer and in general, but the streamer didn’t agree with me. He
didn’t think it was worthy of a permanent ban and wanted me to change
it to a temporary one. I eventually did what the streamer asked, but I
strongly disagreed that what the user said was acceptable.
According to this mod, the disagreement was between a “permanent ban” or a
“temporary one.” Though the mod “strongly disagreed” with the streamer, the mod
eventually followed the streamer’s order and changed the punishment. If mods didn’t
follow the streamer’s order, they might lose their mod status so they had to oblige,
as this mod said, “There was a certain occasion of a troll in the comments cursing
on the streamer. I offered to ban the troll, but the streamer wanted to get in conflict
with him exchanging curses live because it was more fun—thus canceling my purpose
as a mod. I had to oblige.”

7.4.5

RQ2: Commitment to the Streamer and Conflict Management
Styles

We ran a series of linear regression models with mod’s commitment to the streamer
and moderation experience as independent variables and five conflict management
styles as dependent variables (see Table 7.3). For integrating, the model explained 5%
variance, adjust R2 = .05, F(8,231)= 2.70, p= .007. Only ACtS was positively related
to it. For avoiding, the model explained 7% variance, adjust R2 = .07, F(8,231)= 3.13,
p= .002. Both ACtS and hours of moderation weekly are positively related to it. For
Obliging, the model explained 19% variance, adjust R2 = .19, F(8,231)= 7.86, p< .001.
Both NCtS and ACtS are positively related to obliging style; additionally, length in
the community is positively related, but the length of being mod is negatively related
to it. For dominating, the model is not significant (adjust R2 = .02, F(8,231)= 1.68,
p= .104), though length of being mod is positively related to it. For compromising,
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Table 7.3 RQ2: Regression Model Examining the Effect of Commitments to the
Streamer on Conflict Management Styles
Variables

Integrating Avoiding Dominating Obliging Compromising

Commitments
CCtS

.01

.06

.08

.08

-.02

NCtS

.07

.25***

.10

.23**

.09

ACtS

.19*

-.09

.02

.23**

.03

Length in the community

-.08

-.12

-.09

.18**

-.18*

Length of being mod

.15

-.02

.17*

-.16*

.05

Hours of moderation weekly

-.02

.15*

-.04

-.02

.07

Active interacting

.07

.12

.06

.00

.01

Active modding

.05

-.13

.05

.06

.07

Adjust R2

.05

.07

.02

.19

.01

2.70**

3.13**

1.68

7.86***

1.39

Moderation experience

F

Note: [*] p<.05; [**] p<.01; [***] p<.001; all β values are standardized coeﬀicients; ACtS = Affective
Commitment to the Streamer; CCtS = Continuance Commitment to the Streamer; NCtS = Normative
Commitment to the Streamer.

the model is not significant (adjust R2 = .01, F(8,231)= 1.39, p= .202), though length
in the community is negatively related to it.

7.5

Discussion

This research explores the relationships among mods’ intragroup conflict, conflict
management styles, and their commitments to the streamer in live streaming
communities. The findings provide a nuanced understanding of the conflict in the
community moderation team and can be potentially generalized to live streaming
communities or new forms of media or other platforms applying a similar governance
structure. This research also can potentially foster productive relationships between
community mods and admins and help them build effective moderation teams.
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7.5.1

Conflicts in the Team and Commitments to the Streamer Are
Independent

The first part of the research explores the relationship between conflicts and
commitments. Generally, conflicts in the moderation team are independent of mods’
commitments to the streamer. This stands in contrast to research showing significant
relationships between conflicts and commitments. Speculatively, some research has
specified the attribution of commitment. For example, team members show greater
commitment to the decision if they perceive the decision process as fairer [98]. Task
conflict stimulates members’ commitment to the task if team members’ voices and
ideas are fairly incorporated into the group decisions [8]. In this study, we set the
commitment attribution to the streamer, but the moderation tasks are toward the
viewer/violators. Mods realize the conflict in the team had nothing to do with their
emotional attachment to the streamer and their intention to stay with the streamer.
In this sense, we provide a nuanced understanding of the relationship between conflicts
and commitments in community moderation. Future work can investigate (1) how
conflict might affect mods’ commitment to other entities such as viewers, other mods,
or even task itself, (2) the impact of intragroup conflict on third-party stakeholders
and the roles they play in the conflict-commitment relationship in online communities
in general.
The positive but weak association between normative conflict and normative
commitment to the streamer suggests that when normative conflict increases in the
team, mods have a stronger sense of obligation to support the streamer, and vice
versa. Prior work suggests that members with high normative commitments in the
online community are more likely to engage in constructive behaviors that preserve the
community [6]. Mods are dedicated viewers or streamers’ friends sharing the common
value about the micro community [157, 158]. When mods experience normative
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conflict with the streamer, they offer support to the streamer regarding the streamer’s
violation and the discrepancy of rules.
The positive relationship raises questions about whether the micro community
leader/streamer should increase the normative conflict if it is beneficial to keep the
mod’s normative commitment to the streamer.

The average score of normative

conflict in the moderation team shows that the conflict level is relatively low in
live streaming communities. Prior work suggests that conflict should be effectively
managed at the individual and group levels [81], and enforcing a particular rule with
much normative conflict increases the possibility to lead to counter-punishment and
even feud [117]. How to balance the amount of normative conflict and its effectiveness
to influence mod’s normative commitment to the streamer needs further investigation.

7.5.2

Active and Cooperative Style Versus Passive and Assertive Style

The second part of the research explores the relationship between conflict and conflict
management styles.

To cooperatively manage conflicts, team members tend to

use conflict to promote compatible goals and resolve them with integrating and
high-quality solutions for mutual benefit; consequently, cooperativeness can increase
procedural justice and lead to team innovation [147]. We found that, generally,
when mods use dominating and avoiding styles to handle the conflicts with the
streamer, the conflicts in the moderation team are likely to increase; when mods use
integrating and obliging styles to manage conflicts with the streamer, the conflicts
are likely to decrease, suggesting that, for the individual mod, active and cooperative
styles to handle conflict with the streamer can be potentially more effective than
passive and assertive styles. Cooperative styles like integrating to manage conflicts
can also increase their perceptions of interpersonal outcomes, such as belonging and
appreciation for others [154].
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However, conflict in teams is a complex and dynamic process changing over
time and impacted by many factors [76], and the management styles are also
highly contingent; no one best approach can deal with different situations effectively
[122].During the conflict management process [123], the real-time nature of live
streaming requires mods to identify violations and make quick decisions.

The

problem-solving process causes conflict in the team. As conflicts arise and evolve,
mods manage different conflicts with contingent styles. Assertive styles can also be
be effective but is highly contingent on individual and collaborative factors such as
the number of mods, the credibility of mods, and the overall opinion valence in the
team [70]. Similarly, we found that moderation experience affects management styles
(e.g., mods with higher tenure of the community are more likely to use obliging, but
experienced mods are more likely to use dominating), but we don’t know whether
these styles are effective. Additionally, how to balance cooperative and assertive
styles and increase the effectiveness of conflict management overall also needs future
investigation.
Such results show that, though mods can actively propose and argue with the
streamer, the streamer is the core in the hierarchy, indicating that the communication
among mods and the streamer is not exactly democratic.

We saw that mods’

autonomy in live streaming communities is somewhat restricted, compared with mods
making decisions on other online communities. The qualitative results show that
mods can use dominating style to handle task conflict (e.g., keep enforcing rules and
ban racial slurs instead of taking the streamer’s advice to ignore them). However,
we don’t know what happened next. Streamers can accept mods’ actions and move
on or insist on their opinions and cause more task conflict, even transfer the task
conflict into a relationship conflict to risk losing mod status. Mods have to use either
obliging or avoid in the end. It seems like mods are forced to be cooperative, to some
extent. Further research may examine the power structure between streamers and
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mods and explore how these power dynamics influence conflict dynamics and conflict
management styles.

7.5.3

High Concerns for the Streamer or Low Concerns for Mods
Themselves
The last part of the research explores the relationship between commitment

and conflict management styles. In general, mods with strong commitments to the
streamer would like to apply styles that show either high concerns for the streamer
or low concerns for themselves. In line with prior work indicating that different
commitments affect different kinds of online behaviors [6], we contribute to a nuanced
understanding of how different commitments to the streamer predicting their conflict
management styles in live streaming moderation teams. Prior work suggests that
users who are in a close relationship or intend to build a close relationship with
others will use the integrating and obliging style [79]. Similarly, we found that mods
having a stronger affective commitment to the streamer are more likely to show high
concerns for the streamer and use integrating and obliging styles, suggesting that
if mods have a high emotional attachment to the streamer, they are more likely to
provide their opinions and discuss with the streamer; they either finally reach an
agreement or follow the streamer’s order.
Additionally, mods with a stronger normative commitment to the streamer are
more likely to show low concerns for themselves and use avoiding and obliging styles,
suggesting that if mods morally feel they should help and support the streamer, they
would like to either handle it personally with salience or provide suggestions to show
care more about the streamer. It seems like mods with strong commitments to the
streamer (either affective or normative) would ultimately try to satisfy the streamer’s
needs. However, as we showed in the aforementioned section, the management styles
are contingent. The static regression analysis can’t reflect the dynamic of management
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styles in the moderation team.

7.5.4

Design Implications

Clarify Norms and Punishment to Avoid Too Much Task and Normative
Conflict in the Team The prominent category about task conflict under RQ2
suggests that though mods and the streamer agree about the violation, which is
clearly stated in the chat rule or channel rule but have different attitudes toward a
punishment to the violator in many cases. Many community rules use prescriptive
and restrictive norms to show what is allowed or not [49], but rarely specific the
consequence. As a way to avoid task conflict, the rule statements should indicate
the consequence of the violation. However, too much transparency can also cause
trouble and allow violators to strategically game the moderation system [43]. There
is a need to balance effectiveness with fairness and transparency in the moderation
mechanisms [129]. Research has shown that the mods’ setting and view are different
from the viewer’s view and that mods can have access to a lot of information invisible
to the public [19]. We propose an alternative mechanism to show clear rules with
consequences in different scenarios, which is only visible to the moderation team but
invisible to the public. For example, on the live streaming platform Twitch, designers
can develop a two-layer chat rule with a switch button from the mod’s view, mods
can easily switch between the general rule display and the more specific rule display
with decision suggestions. The public chat rule focuses on the clarity of the rule,
while the private rules focus more on the consequence of each scenario.
Balance the Power Dynamics to Provide More Support to Mods in the
Micro Community Live streaming platforms allow streamers to easily grant
or revoke privileges from mods, but it is still unclear whether the design of the
platform encourages streamers to be in charge, or mods would ultimately default
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to the streamer regardless because the micro community is centered around the
streamer. Possibly, mods’ deference to the streamer is a result of the system structure
because mods responded to the mod status loss with passive styles from avoiding,
compromising, and obliging. We propose a mechanism that facilitates the mod’s
appealing process or increases the streamer’s barrier to arbitrarily cancel or entitle
the mod’s status. For example, on Twitch, the designer can consider adding a two-side
agreement mechanism (e.g., a pop-up window to ask mods and streamers to agree to
the terms of service), after both the streamer and the mod agree to entitle mod
status or revoke. Additionally, it can also open a specific channel to hear both
the streamer’s and mods’ voices and handle the streamer-mods conflict when they
encounter trouble during the entitlement or revocation process. We don’t know how
it will affect streamers’ thoughts about mod selection; maybe it will demotivate
streamers to select mods or increase the conflict with mods since they have more
power in the hierarchy. Understanding the ways in which we balance the support to
the mods and the protection to the streamer’s benefits should be further investigated.

7.5.5

Limitations and Future Work

There are several limitations to this study.

We asked for general opinions of

mods in live streaming communities without specifying the platforms. Prior work
shows that the history, policy, or culture of the platforms might also influence
mod’s perceived roles and responsibilities [130], indicating the potential difference
between conflict management styles and their relationships with types of conflict
and commitment.

Future work can consider different platforms to enrich the

understanding of relationships in this study. Second, the conflict in the moderation
team includes conflict with both mods and the streamer, and the styles in this study
are mainly about conflict management with the streamer. Though we know that
the streamer has the authority to make the final decision, and mods discuss with
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the streamer when they can not make a decision [19], we still don’t know how
mods handle the conflict with other mods, and how much conflict among mods.
Third, we only considered the conflict and management styles from mods’ view.
We don’t know how streamers as team leaders perceive the conflict and whether
they would apply different styles. Prior work suggests subordinates using a obliging
style with supervisors experiences more interpersonal conflict, but supervisors suing
a integrating style with subordinates experiences more interpersonal conflict as well
[154]. Future work can investigate conflict management from streamers’ perspective.
Fourth, we don’t consider antecedents of conflicts such as culture and language
differences [5, 146, 61, 71] and other factors, such as informational, social, and value
diversity, in the our analysis [83]. They can significantly affect different types of
conflict, requiring future work. Lastly, we only asked conceptual questions about
these measures to reflect mods’ perceptions. Future work can consider collecting
behavioral data like actual instances of conflict complied from a moderation log at
scale to validate these findings.

7.6 Conclusion
In this work, we aimed to understand the triangular relationships (types of conflict,
mods’ conflict management styles, and mods’ commitment to the streamer) in the
moderation team in live streaming communities. Conflicts and commitments to the
streamer are independent, though the normative conflict in the moderation team is
weakly associated with mod’s normative commitment to the streamer. In general,
active and cooperative styles (obliging and integrating) can be more effective than
passive and assertive styles (avoiding and dominating) to manage conflict in the
moderation team. Mods who have a strong normative commitment to the streamer
are more likely to use avoiding and obliging styles to handle conflict with the streamer,
and mods who have a strong affective commitment to the streamer are more likely
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to use integrating and obliging styles to handle conflict with the streamer. Future
research and implications are also discussed.
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CHAPTER 8
CONCLUSION

To regulate the negative content and maintain the civic discourse, a massive
workforce of people moderates behind the scenes with the assistance of algorithms
and moderation tools. With the adoption of new technology and the evolvement
of communities, the moderation practice faces new challenges. The hidden labor
of volunteer moderators in live streaming communities face challenges caused by
synchronicity and ephemerality. My dissertation focuses on the volunteer moderator
in interactive media with real-time affordances.

I aim to understand volunteer

moderators’ relationships with viewers and the streamer, identify the challenges they
face during the moderation process, and recommend possible social and technical
interventions to maintain a safe online space.
First, I interviewed 21 Twitch moderators and mapped the moderation strategies
in live streaming communities, revealing the visible and performative work of
volunteer moderators in real-time moderation, and discussing possible socio-technical
interventions to reduce the information overload [19]. I also categorized current
moderation tools and highlighted the opportunities for bot design in live streaming
communities [15].
Second, I aimed to understand how volunteer moderators on Twitch created
profiles of violators before they decided on what action they took with the violator
and applied video observation and interview methods. I used criminal profiling as
a lens [75]. I found that profiling improved moderators’ understanding of violators,
and they engaged in complex practices of evidence collection and documentation to
create these profiles [18].
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Last, As each micro-community attempts to set its guidelines, it is common
for mods and the streamer to disagree on handling various situations. I applied a
mixed-method with survey data collection and target moderators in live streaming
communities to statistically test the relationships among the perceived conflict,
moderators’ commitment to the streamer, and the conflict management styles. This
research explored the triangular relationships among conflict types in the moderation
team, moderators’ conflict management styles, and moderators’ commitment to the
streamer.
Through taking a three-phased approach to understand the moderators work
with both the streamer and viewers in live streaming communities, I highlighted
the moderation challenges caused by the affordances of new technology and showed
moderators’ understanding of and relationship with stakeholders in the community.
This work showed the potential to guide community moderation and maintenance
with socio-technical interventions in new forms of social media with high interactivity
and synchronicity.
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